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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 20, 1972

Murray City Mayor Holmes Ellis presents Randall Patterson, out-going chairman of the Board of
Commissioners of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital with a gavel in appreciation for his service
during the past year. The formal change in officers took place at the May meeting of the Board. The
new chairman of the board is Mayor Ellis. Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller is vice-chairman,
and Duff Erwin is secretary-treasurer. Other members of the Board are James Rudy Allbritten,
James Garrison, Nat Ryan Hughes,Graham Feltner, Randall Patterson, and Leonard Vaughn.

Record Field Scheduled
For George Hart Tourney
A record field of more than
125 ladies from the four-state
area of western Kentucky are
expected to participate in the
5th annual George Hart Invitational Tournament Wednesday, June 7, at the MurrayCalloway Country Club.
Invitations have been sent to
the ladies of 32 clubs in the area,
and the growing number of
entries is expected to surpass
last year's field, which saw a
record number of players
compete in the 18-hole, medal
play event.
Mrs. Betty Lowry and Mrs.
Jerelene Sullivan are cochairmen of this year's tournament, assisted by Mrs.
VeneLs Sexton and Mrs. Evelyn
,Jones, co-chairmen this year of
the club's ladies golf activities
ak well as a large number of
other members of the club.
The 68.00 entry fee covers the
entire day's activities, which
include a social hour, lunch and
the golf tournament as well as
other unannounced special
activities.
Entries and handicaps should
be sent to Mrs. Lowry (707 Elm
Street, Murray, Ky. 42071) not
later than May 29, immediately
after which pairings will be
made and tee-off times sent to
the clubs of the ladies from
whom entries have been
received.
Flighting will be done at the
end of the first nine holes of
play,and all ties will be decided
by mini-max handicap.
The top several winners in
each of six flights will receive

prizes valued at several hundreds of dollars. Winner of the
championship flight also will
receive the coveted traveling
trophy presented by Mrs.
Lochie Hart of Murray in
Memory of her husband, the
late George Hart. A prominent
civic leader, Mr. Hart was
mayor of Murray and for
several years president of the
Bank of Murray.
In addition, the Dorothy
Holland Team Trophy, donated
by Al Lindsey, Murray jeweler;
in memory of his aunt, will be
presented to the four players
from any one club whose
aggregate score is the lowest of
any similar group participating. Mrs. Holland was an
active member of the club
before her death in 1970.
Last year's tournament was
won by Mrs. Betty Vowell of
Fulton with a sparkling oneover-ladies-par 76, four strokes
in front of Mrs. Dot Herron of
Henderson.
.-/
A team Of Henderson players,
made up of Mrs. Herron;-Mrs.
Ruth Snider, Mrs. Louella
Did
- en and Mrs. Frances Cokes,
won the Holland trophy with an
aggregate score of 342- ---nr Previous winners of the
championship flight have been:
Mrs. Jane Ann Nall, Mayfield
(1968); Mrs. Mary Anderson,
Metroplis(1969)and Mrs. Mary
Jane Harris, Paducah (1970).
Club Pro Jimmy Sullivan is
expected to have the 6,270-yard
layout in lop playing condition
for the tournament. Ladies par
for the course is 3847-75.

Wallace Thanks Supporters
With Message From Hospital
SILVER SPRING, Md.(AP)
— George C. Wallace has given
hie.supporters a thank-you message with a political flavor, and
his press secretary says that
means the wounded candidate
continuing-his presidential
campaign.
"I want to thank the people
of Alabama for staying with
us," Wallace said in a message
relayed to newsmen Friday by

his press eecretary, Billy Joe
Camp.
"Tbeyare responsible for the
.new direction in this country
beeause fnost of the politicians
are now sounding like us," the
Alabamagav_ernor_saIcL _
Responding to questions,
Camp said the statement could
be interpreted as Wallace's
first step toward resuming his
campaign for the Democratic
presidential nomination.

As his third and strongest
presidential bid gained momere
aleirninnineaniens=== turn, Wallace was struck down
by a would-be assassin at a
Jackson Purchase
shopping center rally near here
Mostly sunny and Warui to- Monday. He has yet to learn
day and Sunday. Highs today in whether the bullet still lodged
the low 80s. Highs Sunday in in his spinal canal will leave
the low to mid 80s. Fair and him a permanent cripple.
mild tonight with lows in the
Camp said- there have been
mid 50s. Partly cloudy and conno staff strategy sessions .with
tinued warm Monday.
the governor since the shooting.
Kentucky extended outlook
, The medical bulletins Friday
Monday through Wednesday
Chance of showers or thun- had little to add. Doctors said
dershowers mostly in the east Wallace's legs remain paralMonday and Tuesday becoming yzed and that he is continuing
more numerous over the state physical theapy to maintain'
on Wednesday. No important muscle tone and blood circula_
_
16Mb-endure thange with highs,
generally in the upper 708 and
He was taken off intravenous
Ms and lows in the mid 50s to feeding and given a meal of
mid 60s.
chicken broth.

The Weather

Christian Church
To Honor Graduates

The annual spring conference
of the First District Legion and
Auxiliary will be held Sunday,
May 21, at the Legion Hall,
South 7th Street, Mayfield,
Wwith the Mayfield Post 26 and
Auxiliary Unit as hosts.
Attegding'frord-Murrray will
be Cleo Sykes, state vice
commander of Area A, and his
wife, along with J. Raymond
Jones, commander of Murray
Post No 73, and his wife.
Registration for the meeting
will be between 11 to 12 noon
with the luncheon following at
noon.
Mrs. Chappell Cooper, Fist
District Auxiliary President, of
Princeton Unit No. 116 will
preside over the Auxiliary
business meeting following the
luncheon.
James B. Curtis, First
District Legion Commander, of
Ballard Post No.3, of LaCenter,
will have charge of the Legion
meeting.
Officers for both the District
Legion and. Auxiliary will be
elected for .the morning year at
this meeting.
John Parchman is Commander of the Mayfield lAgiosi
Post and Mrs. Kolie Farrell-hi
President of the Auxiliary.

South Troops Hold Off
Counterattack At An Loc

"Pentecost and Graduation"
will be the subject of the sermon
by Rev. David Roos for the
10:45 a.m. worship services. on
Sunday. May 21, at the First
Christian Church, North 5th
Street. His scripture will be
WAIT FOR EVACUATION—South Vietnamese children sit
from Acts 1:1-11.
among family belongings while waiting with their paresis for
Chris Clopton will be the
evacuation out of Kontum in the central highlands.
worship leader and Betsy Gore
(AP.Wirepin(o)
will be the candle lighter. Mrs.
William Porter will sing a soloq
"Spirit of God." Elders serving
will be Preston Holland and
Gene Landon. ,
LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP) — In
Deacons will be Glenn Card,
0.B, Boone, Jr., Elmer Collins, the wake of an investigation, 31
A.B. Crass, M.C. Ellis; Johnny pupils at Morton Junior High
Quertermous, John Reagan, School have been accused of usand Auburn Wells. Greeters will ing dangerous drugs.
be Misrozella Henry, Mrs.
The investigation by officers
WASHINGTON(AP)— Pres- still further avenues for accord
Alberta Korb,and Mr.and Mrs. of the Fayette County Schools
Fred Wells.
Division of Safety and Security ident Nixon, embarking today might be uncovered.
Nixon said that when Henry
Recognition of members of began about three weeks ago on a summit journey to Mosthe church who are 1972 after a parent telephoned cow,reports he and Communist A. Kissinger, his assistant for
graduates of Murray High Wayne Howard, division direc- Party ddef Leonid I. Brezhnev national security affairs, made
School will be held during the tor, and informed him of a agree their talks should pro- a then-secret trip to Moscow
duce genuine results.
last month, Brezhnev also
morning service, They are drug problem at the school.
Although Nixon inserted cus- spoke of hopes for summit acDiana Boone, Chris Clopton,
Petitions charging two 14- tomary cautions against over- complishments.
Gary Crass, Leah Pufton,Patsy
Both nations have contributed
Holton, Joyce Hopkins, Danny year-old boys with the illegal optimism in talking to newsHutson, Barbie Van Meter sale of dangerous drugs were men at a White House recep- to the summit, agenda., Nixon
ICnepper, Tress McCord, Lyn issued Friday by the Fayette tion Friday night, the thrust of reported, saying the items inReagan,and Mary Ann Taylor. County Juvenile Court, Howard his remarks was definitely on clude "Vietnam and other
the positive side.
areas of the world where the
Sunday evening at six p.m. a said.
Letters mailed to parents acThe chief executive said that. United States and the Soviet
dinner in their honor, sponsored
by the Christian Women's cused 29 other pupils of using if remaining bottleneelta can be Union do sometiniele-have -conFellowship, will be held at the drugs and requested that the broken in face-to-face talks flicting interests."
pupils and their parents appear with Brezhnev, he foresees
The President's first overseas
church.
for conferences with school offi- summit agreements in three destination, following an eightmajor areas; U.S.-Soviet trade hour flight from nearby Ancials.
Howard said some of the 12 relations, cooperation in the ex- drews Air Force Base, Md.,
to 16-year-Old pupils smoked ploration of space and, most was Salzburg, Austria—home of
marijuana and others took important, putting a lid on the the world renowned summer
Bro. Roy Beasley will be harder drugs including LSD, East-West race to acquire more music festival. There, he and
speaking on the subject, amphetamines and mescaline. and bigger strategic arms.
Mrs. Nixon planned to relax
"Newnan The Leper" at the
Nixon, entertaining the 182 and be entertained at lunch
10:40 a.m. service on Sunday,
members of the press corps Sunday by Austrian Chancellor
May 21, at the Seventh and
making the trip with him, said Bruno Kreiski.
Poplar Church of Christ.
The scripture from II Kings
5:1-19 will be read by Ronnie
are
Prayers
Ragsdale.
Murray has been selected to
scheduled to be led by Carmon make available to postal
Grahma and Ed A. Thomas.
customers a pocket size book
At the six p.m. service Bro. depicting American heritage on
Beasley will speak on the stamps, according to. Lester
How mut sat;iiiiietave basis of a breakdown- of
subject,"The Good Samaritan" Nanny, Postmaster.
residents of Calloway _County statewide figures, released • be
„
with.the seriPturt from I_Ake
Council, an
"I am pleased- we4tave-bee4- been . doingince_sigarettg_ Me Tobo'Taxc
10:25-37 to be read by Mike chosen to place these' in- conunercials werehneled off the esTifnated -47643,666 -OAS' of
Morgan. Wilsori 'Hughes and teresting books -on sale, air, a little more than a year cigarettes were sold in the,past
Amos Hill will lead in prayer. Postmaster Nanny said. EaCle• ago?
fiscal year
Ronnie McNutt will make the page display* U.S. stamps in
Have they cut back as a
It was equivalent to 250 petits
announcements and Josiah full color with .an accurate,
result? Are thOe smoking more for every local resident over the
Darnall will direct the song concise description and their or less today than people in age of 18.
service.
other parts of the country?
In some sections of the
current value."
Judging from the latest country the rate of consumption
The stamps and stories of the
book carry the reader on an regional figures, although was much greater than this and,
eventful
journey
from many people are smoking less in other sections, smaller, .
of than they did before or have Nationally, the average rate
Columbus' discovery
America to the Apollo landing given up the habit completely, among persons over 18 was 202
-Others have started smoking for packs. In the East South Central
The Murray Fire Department on the moon., Nanny added.
States it was 180.
answered a call Friday night at
These pocket books, 5'2 x the first time.
The overaII-picture appears to
It is pointed out that these
11:55 to Johnson's Grocery on 7inches will be available for
be, aceording
to tobacco figures are based upon the
South 12th.
62.00 each.
A trash fire, of unkriown
These books, Nanny said, are distributors, that the decrease number of packs on which taxes
origin, was extinguished by use being made available because is chiefly among older people were paid. They do not take into
of the booster. Two trucks and of the interest expressed in the and among those who . have account the large quantity of
cigarettes that were bootlegged
eight men answered the call. 1971 Mini-Albums the office never been heavy users.
On the other hand, for every to avoid taxes.
placed on sale in December. A
MRS. LOWRY SPEAKER
Because the tax on a peck of
limited number of the Mini- one of them who quits, there are
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, past Albums containing 1971 com- two or three young persons who cigarettes has been rising and
president of the Murray memorative stamps are also are just beginning to smoke.
now averages 19 cents in the
Woman's Club, Kentucky available.
The net result of these ups United States; bootlegging has
Federition of Women's Clubs,
The publication is on sale now and downs, reports the become more of a problem and
and Kentucky State Golf arlhe Murray Post Office.
Department of Agriculture, is smoking a inure expensive
AgrieCiiiiion, Will be the gueW
- ---thet-there- 4WeIR ineeearse
speaker at the meeting Of the stamp collectors and those of nearly three percent in the
In Calloway County, an
Mayfield Community Woman's interested in becoming -AaMP past. year in the. number , of estimated $1,421,000 was spent
Club to be held Tuesday, May collectors to obtain the book as cigarettes
smoked
by last y'ea-r-bY local' residents for
23, at 6:30 p.m. at the Black soon as possible as the supply is Americans. '
cigarettes It was at the rate of
Lantern, Mayfield.
In Calloway County, on the $77 per smoker
limited.

Students Accused
Of Using Drugs At
lexingtor
—ilchool

Nixon To Begin
Moscow Mission

Sermon Subjects
Given For Sunday

Post Office
To Sell Books

Over $1.4 Million Spent
On Cigarettes In County

About 2,000 artillery, rocket
SAIGON (AP) — Several
hundred North Vietnamese and mortar shells were fired
troops led by tanks launched a into An Loc on Friday. Field
dawn counterattck today that reports said eight South Vietbriefly interrupted a South namese were killed and 38 were
Vietnamese drive to break the _wounded-.
Earlier this week, the shellsiege of An Loc.
ing
had tapered off. Military
Initial reports said 81 North
Vietnamese were killed and sources said the sudden upseven tanks destroyed. The Sai- surge indicates the North Vietgon command said 15 South namese have been able to
Vietnamese soldiers were killed resupply their gun positions deand 38 wounded in beating back spite as many as 100 U.S. air
strikes a day.
the enemy's counterattack.
The sources said, however,
A senior U.S. adviser, Col. J.
that fire- from captured 105nun
Ross Franklin, said the countand 155nun guns had dropped
erattack failed because the
off. This indicated the North
South Vietnamese knew of it in
Vietnamese were running short
advance from sources.
of captured ammunition for the
He said the counterattack
American-made howitzers, they
was in all probability North
added.
Vietnam's last major thrust in
U.S. 552 bombers kept up
the battle for An Loc, the
heavy strikes on several sides
ruined provincial capital 60
of An Loc. Nine of the big
miles north of Saigon which
bombers dropped 225 tons of
President Nguyen Van Thieu
explosives on North Vietnamese
has ordered held at all costs.
troop concentrations three
Field reports said light fightmiles southwest, four miles
ing continued throughout the
southeast and 10 miles south of
day, with support from U.S.
the city, officials reported.
552 bombers, jet fighter-bombWhile the fighting raged for
ers and helicopter gunships.
An Loc, South Vietnamese
In the 44-day-old North Vietheadquarters also reported
namese seige, the weary An
heavy clashes at points 20 and
Loc defense force has withstood
150 miles southwest of Saigon.
more than 50,000 rounds of arThe district towns of Kien
tillery, rockets and mortars.
Luong on the Gulf of Siam, 150
The
,
goverrunent relief column
miles to the southwest, and Ben
mhving up Highway 13 to help
Luc, about 20 miles southwest
had moved to within sight of
of Saigon, were both the scenes
the ctqf when the North Vietof heavy fighting.
namese sprang from surround'Thirty 852 bombers attacked
ing rubber plantations.
in 10 strikes bombed around
In the air war, the US comKontum, provincial capital in
mand announced that American
the central highlands. They
warplanes set afire more than
dropped 750 tons of explosives
51,4 million gallons of fuel in a
on North Vietnamese troop conspectacular raid last Thursday
centrations ranging from two
against a depot 3'•••2 miles northmiles north of the city to six
east of Hanoi. The strike came
miles to the southeast.
on the first of two days of
heavy strikes against targets $3,000 Grant Awarded To
inside North Vietnam.
The command said the attack MSU Speech And Hearing
on the Hanoi petroleum storage
A $3,000 grant has been
area "further depletes .North
Vietnam's supplies used in sup- awarded to the speech and
port of its invading'armies in hearing division at Murray
State University by the
South Vietnam."
A communique disclosed that Honorable Order of Kentucky
air strikes against North Viet- Colonels.
Dr. John M. Bartholomy,
nam. averaging about AO a
day, have been increailed to Chairman of the department of
about 340 a day during the pain special education, said the
Iva)days on orders-feeds Prod- funds will be used to purchase
deril Nlmin1OdhOkéOff1T -hearingevaluation.,equipment
routes and destroy war mate- for the new Speech and Hearing
rials before thex_r.eagt. South Diagnostic Center in Wilson
Hall on the campus.
Vietnam.
The command said a Navy
A7 attack plane was shot down MURRAY WOMAN SPEAKER
Mrs. Laverne Ryan,assistant
Friday during the raids over
the coastal- city of Vinh, 145 professor in the school of
miles north of the demilitarized business education and office
zone. The crewman is listed as administration, Murray State
missing. First reports said University, was guest speaker
the attack on the An Loc relief at the annual banquet held by
column came from a regiment the Symsonia Chapter of the
numbering up to 2,000 soldiers. Future Business Leaders of
But Franklin described the at- America. She spoke-. on
tack force as "300, 460, 500-or "Choosing A Vocation and
whatever is left of that regi- Fulfilling the Duties of the
Vocation."
ment."

The Race
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NtGOVOIN'MACE NUIVIIREY MUSIIIE OTHERS UNCOMMITTED
ISO! Votes Needed For "misfile.
DEMOCRATIC DELEGATE N'oTE —This chart indicates the
eurrea-tteiegak-Vok dilfribution among the Democratic candidates for president, with Sen. George McGovern leading with
4116 votes, closely. trailed by. Gatc George Wallace..at 323., Sen.
Humphrey has 270 votes and Sen. ISIuskie has 129.
(AP Chart)
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Mary Ann Crawford, Glenda Jones, Jenny
Johnson, Vernon Gantt; and Johnny Winter are
honor graduates of the 1962 senior class it College
High School.
Mrs. Hassle Cloys,age 71, died today at the home
of her brother, Bun Smith, at Coldwater., Murray State's tennis and track teams grasped
the Ohio Valley Conference championship at Richmond. The gOlf team fmished third.
William B. Miller, principal of Calloway County
High School, will speak at the Almo School
graudation and Edward T. Curd, supervisor for
Calloway County Schools, will speak at the New

Concord graduation.
New officers of the Hazel PTA are Mesdames Joe
Pat Lamb, Bruce Freeman, Johnny Orr, and Gene
Miller.

By RAY McHUGH
Copley News Service
"He accomplished his goal."
Cartha D. DeLoach's words
sounded like an epitaph for his
former boss and long-time
friend, Federal Bureau of Investigation Director J. Edgar
Hoover.
"We'll never see anyone like
him again in Washington," said
Hoover's 1951-1970 lieutenant
who frequently has been mentioned as a possible successor.
"The FBI was his life. He
took over an agency torn by
corruption and nepotism and
built it into the world's greatest
investigative organization, and
he did it in a democracy and he
scrupulously observed the civil
rights of every American.
"It was an achievement that
few men could have matched.
Stanton Jones,age 71, Mrs. Lee Mills, age 38, and It took all his talents, all his energies. He never took a wife beEdS.-Rogers,age58,arethe deaths reported.
cause he was married to the
Teachers have been named for the Calloway bureau. It brought him all the
County Schools, according to T.C. Arnett, joys, crises, victories and dissuperintendent. High School principals are Guy appointments that come to men
big families.
Lovins, Alma, Buford Hurt, Faxon, J.H. Walston, with
"Many people thought he was
ICirksey, Lowry Rains, Hazel, Buron Jeffrey,.Lynn lonely. He didn't admit it. I
Grove, and Pat lifcCuiston, New Concord.
don't think he even considered
T.H. Stokes, president of the Peoples Savings the possibility."
What kind of man was the
Bank, was appointed by Gov. Keen Johnson as a
FBI director? What set him
member of the.Kentucky Minimum Wage and Hour apart as the most successful
Board.
administrator in Washington
Dr. H.C. McClure will begin practice in Murray history, the ultimate governwith Dr. L.D. Hale with offices in the Hale-Fisher ment worker?
DeLoach, who served in the
Clinic formerly occupied by.Dr.E.D.Fisher who has FBI for 28 years, 19 of them in
left for service as a captain in the U.S. Army.
almost daily contact with the
Marriages reported include Miss Sue Farmer to director, paints a picture selCharles E.Costello and Miss Jane Schultz to William- dom appreciated by the public.
When he retired in 1970,
R. Bellas, both on May 20.
DeLoach was No. 3 man in the
Mr. and Mrs. Carney Andrus of Roswell, N.M., FBI.
formerly of Murray, announce the birth of a baby - "He loved his reputation as a
stern defender of the nation's
girl, Shirley Sue, born on May 19.
laws," DeLoach said, "and he
was an unswerving disciplinarian. He (Sart-- tolerate mistakes.
"But he was also one of the
The Lord bringeth the counsel of the heathen'to wannest, kindest, most generous men.
niutht: be Maketh the devices of the people of none
"He was unforgiving if a man
effect—Psalm 33:116.
brought a stigma to the FBI. He
__God has. al-thousand ways to answer your one meted out punishment when he
request of Him. His promise is, Call and I Will an- thought it was justified; he
fired any agent who used duswer.
ress in an investigation or
knowingly violated a suspect's
civil rights. In those situations
he was uncompromising. He
was truly a great liberal.
"But he also waS the kind of
by Carl Riblet Jr.
man who took sincere interest
A way to compare the worth of older autos with the
in his men and their _families.
"Once whepany son undernew ones is to back them into a six-inch steel post.
went very expensive treatment
When I smashed the rear of my 1965 heavy-chassis
in a hospital, I found that Mr.
station wagon into such a post, the total damage was
Hoover had personally vouched
a dime-sized dimple in the bumper.Two weeks later, for the charges. It wasn't unmy wife slam-backed her luxury hardtop into the
usue.,_1 but he never let us talk
titlf"
same post. A tow truck had to unwrap it and the
Did Mr. Hoover cling to powrepair bill was 8402.10. Tin bends, twists and
er too long?
buckles, you know.
"Mr. Hoover. to the day he
"Honesty is a fine jewel, but
died, gave far more to the FBI
than he ever took from it,"
much out of fashion."
Deloach said. "He gave us all
—Thomas Fuller
his standards. An FBI agent
was expected to. emulate J.
Edgar Hoover and his Mtegrfty
and every one became a better
martteratrie he- - He seemed so tough, so .un"compromising. Di& you Ever
see him weep?
"Only once. It was back' in
the late '508 and the director,
Clyde Tolson (associate diretor) and I went to the Pentaion

Deaths reported are Mrs. W.N. (Nannie) Pullen,
age 89, of Coldwater and Ed Farmer, age 87, of
Murray.
Bishop William T. Watkins will dedicate the
educational building at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church on May 25. The building was
completed last year and is now debt-free.
A total of 171 students have applied for degrees to
be granted in May and August at Murray State
College, according to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
registrar.
Joan Love, 1952 valedictorian at Murray High
School, has been given the annual award of the
Readers Digest Association.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

theater to see a private showing of a new film called 'The
FBI Story.' Jimmy Stewart
played the role of an FBI inspector.
"After about five minutes,
the director broke down and
began to cry. Stewart's characterization was so true. ...
"The FBI was his life. He had
no aspiration,, beyond the bureau. Some,olitical figures
had talked of him as a potential
president. He said 'no.' I know
that he turned down at least one
job in private industry that
would have paid over $100,000 a
year. There were probably other offers."
DeLoach singled out three
persons inside the FBI who he
said were closest to the director. One was Tolson, who joined
the bureau in 1928 and is now in
failing health; another is Helen
Gandy, Hoover's private secretary, who is now in her 70s (she
went to work for him in 1926),
and Sam Noisette, a Negro aid,
who hovered like an avenging
angel over Hoover's suite of offices and his visitors until his
retirement a few years ago.
"I once asked Sam how he
got along so well with Mr.
Hoover," DeLoach recalled.
"It's easy,' Sam said. 'If it's
mowing and blowing outside
and the director comes in and
says it's a beautiful, sunny day,
it's a beautiful, sunny day.
That's all there is to it.'"
James Martin, special agent
in charge of the Indianapolis,
Ind., FBI office, seemed to
echo Sam's remark.
Asked when he had last
talked with Mr. Hoover,Martin
paused, then said: "Well,
we've been an the phone regularly, but you really didn't
'talk' to Mr. Hoover. ... You
listened. ... Boy, did you
listen."
Is it true that Mr. Hoover had
secret dossiers on officials in
government and other personalities?
"Absolutely not," DeLoach
'Said. "The only such investigations carried on by the FBI
were it the request of the"Mite
House when a person was under consideration for appointment to a sensitive position.
The results were turned over to
the president involved."
What did Mr. Hoover regard
as the FBI's greatest case?
"He never singled out any
one case," said DeLoach. "But
I think he got the most satisfaction from the arrest and conviction of James Earl Ray for
the muder of the Rev. Martin
Luther King.
"The world knew that Mr.
Hoover had been at odds with
Dr. King because of some remarks King made about FBI
civil rights investigations — retnarks Mr. Hoover thought
were very unfair.It was absolutely essential to him that Dr.
King's killer be apprehended."
--Tifti age affecthis-decisionsin
recent years? Did mistakes
--generaterritieitims-ogainst the
bureau?
"The health and vigor of the
FBI answers that question,"
said DeLoach, who is now vice
president of Pepsico Inc. "Mr.
Itoover remained alert and aggrOssive. He pushed the Na-

Dear Editor:
I think it only fair to point out
that besides Jerry Rubin and
Abbie Hoffman, who you termed "Yippie leaders in need of
baths,"
Sen.
George
McGovern's supporters include
many whose character Might be
more to your liking, Political
figures supporting McGovern
include
Conneticut Sen.
Abraham Ribicoff, Michigan
Rep. John Conyers and Georgia
State Rep. Julian Bond, to name
only a few who have recently
come out in support of
McGovern's candidacy.
Frank Mankiewicz, who was
Rohert Kennedy's _press
secretary in 1968, has sighed-0W
al a top strategist for the
McGovern Presidential campaign. The late
senator's
widow,Ethel Kennedy, plans to
campaign for McGovern, and
although his own Presidential
aspirations are uncertain, Sen.
Edwarditennedy is known to be
sympathetic to McGovern.
Sen. McGovern is also supported by such non-polotical
figures as sports personalities
Deacon Jones defensive end
for the San Diego Chargers)and
tennis champion Arthur Ashe.
Also supporting McGovern are
many celebrities in the music
and motion picture industries
as well as several well-known
playwrights, authors and
journalists.
But most importantly, the
large majority of support for
Sen. George McGovern's
Presidential bid comes from
just average citizens. According to Newsweek,
"Suburban middle-class is
where McGovern has found
much of his support," and
throughout the primaries*
McGovern has "continued to
show remarkable strength
among urban blue-dollar
workers." These are the people
who have made the McGovern
campaign sp successful and are
the reason McGovern leads all
Democratic contenders in
committed delegates.
Sincerely,
David Hall

Urinal Crime Information Cen-.
ter, the expanded use of computers, new training techniques, the new headquarters
in Washington, the academy at
Quantico, Va. The bureau's
statistics answer that question.
Its performance improves year
toY Year:"
How did he relax?
"Well," DeLoach laughed,
:r 'he was the most enthusiastic
$2 bettor I ever saw. He loved
the races. He always set himself a $10 limit and he always
reached it. I can't remember a
day when he won.
"When slot machines were
still legal, he also used to be a
compulsive nickel dropper. I
remember many years ago
during a Miami Beach vacation
when he would drop into a
drugstore every morning to
pump nickels into a machine.
He always lost until one morning when the proprietor welcomed him with the remark:
The report of a 11-yeamla
"You'll win today, Mr. McCracken County school girl
Hoover. We fixed the machine falling off a bluff at Columbusfor you.'
Belmont State Park Wednesday
"He got mad as hell and was greatly exaggerated, acnever went back.
cording to Mrs. Victor Katzel,
"He loved his dogs, too, and fifth grade teacher_at_Fremont
he'd relax in the evening with School,
one or two highballs — TennesMrs. Katzel's version of the insee sourmash whisky and cident differs a great deal from
water. (He liked to play bar- the account reported to the Suntender when he had guests in Demorcat and published in its
his home. And he was a good Thursday's editions.
one.)"
According to Mrs. Katzel, Lisa
Kennedy a n d another fifth
grader were walking along one
of the many trails in the park.
Lisa, said Mrs. Katzel, apparently 'slipped on a washed-out
portion of the trail and fell not
more than 12-feet down a slight
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) incline, and some three-fourths
Whatever happened to the of a mile from f the Mississippi
youngsters who trekked to San
Francisco's HeIght-Ashintry to
When Lisa could not grasp a
become. hippies and "thumb rope thrown to her, because of
their noses 'at the "establish- two broken wrists, the rescue
ment7" "
squad from Clinton was sumScientists fOur years ago moned. A scaffold was lowered.
wanted- to know what she .to where she was standing, and'
answer wciold be and started she Was pulled up to ground
keeping tabs on 250 -young
level.
drag users.
"Lisa was never in glny danThe. researchers for the
Haight-Ashisury Reseseek ...ger.."...said..M.m..Katzel_ "I was
Project have been able to keep pretty sure, she had a broken
in touch with about 80 per arm. She cried a little at first,
cent of the volunteers they but said she was 'just fine' when
have been studying, says the men pulled her up on the
project director Stephen Pittel. scaffold."
Generally speaking, he said,
Mrs. Katzel made the decision
most Of them have become to send Lisa to Paducah in an
"resocialized" or dropped ambulance, stating she would
back into the society.
The most nearly resocialized pay the costs herself, if necescome from families "with a sary. She then telephoned the
more authentic involvement in child's mother, Mrs. Robert L.
the community" than the Kennedy, Oaks Road, informing
her of the Incident. Mrs. Kenothers. Pittel said:
He said 70 per cent of these nedy was waling for her daughhave parents who are regular ter when she arrived at the hoschurch goers, compared with pital—and the McCracken Coun15 per cent for those the ty board of education has agreed
scientists considered the least to pay for the ambidance.
resocialized.
Mrs. Katzel said her class of
Fewer drugs are being used 75 pupils had four adult chap
by the subjects than four years crones, in addition to herself.
ago. The only drug showing a
significant increase is alcohol.
VINTON IN WESTERN
Pittel said 60 per cent have
NEW YORK (API — Singercontinued.to use peychedelies
actor Bobby Vinton will have a
and, monitions- --hut "Toe
considerably reduced rate.
Pittel says the youths have. starring John Wayne. Also M
become more conventional in ieitet rims -arE ABS-Mar
Vet,. Rod Raylor and Ben
some ways but their ideas
Johnson. -Location will be Duhaven't changed much.
"They still think of rango, Mexico.
themselves asimuch more hip
The floral emblem ol Nova
than straight." he said. "but
they've found it too much of a Scotia is the mayflower, or
hassle- to remain dropouts." trailing arbutus.

From time to time I have included some poems entitled "Some
for the how's that again." These poems are thought poems. There
is a truth in there somewhere. The truth is not directly pointed
out, You must look for it. It is there and clear when you find it.
When you find it, you may disagree. If you disagree, answer me
with a poem. If you agree and can put this into poetry, send it in.
I'll be happy to see it.
Today's column is some more of "How's that again."

A smile
at the end
of a long long day
is either
foolishness,

faked,
or real.
You say
how simple,
and I

PARTIAL proof
destroys faith
by simple reasorung.
...since

Partial proof proven
is like
Yesterday's tea bag.
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Dinner Given For
Gallimores On 45th
Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gallimore
of Puryear,Tenn., Route Three,
were honored with a supper at
Gallimore's Restaurant, Hazel,
on Saturday evening, May 6, in
celebration of their 45th wed.ding anniveraary on May 7.

"Some
. There
pointed
u find it.
er me
nd it in.
DEAR ABBY: As a television "weatherman," I occasionally receive mail from viewers. Today I received a letter from a woman who has been terrified of thunderstorms
since she was a small child. Worse yet, she says her husband makes fun of her for her ehildish fears.
Abby. I have. a. feeling that there are many people who
suffer from not only such feirs, brift lack of understanding
on the part of their families.
Will you please appeal to your readers to be more
sympathetic to those who are terrified of storms? Urge
them to comfort, reassure and calm the frightened ones,
instead of saying, "Dummy, there's nothing to be afraid of!"
Those who fear storms react like frightened children,
regardless of their ages. Also, if they are calmed and reassured they will not be on the phone, calling us when we are
busiest.
BILL IN TORNADO ALLEY
DEAR BILL: You're all heart. But your plea for compassion to "stonmaphobics" la word of my own creation)
Is worth passing on.
DEAR ABBY. I am really disturbed about my husband's
attitude. Recently we had some work done on our car. When
my husband got the car back from the garage he found a
pocketknife on the floor
I told him to call the garage and return the knife. He
said he had no intention of returning it because he liked the
knew the knife belonged to
knife. I told him that-sirie
-a
one of the mechanics at the garage, if he didn't return it it
was just like stealing. He said garage mechanics were always stealing stuff out of cars, and he was just getting even.
I tried to reason with him, but it did no good.
What is your opinion, Abby? Isn't it as bad as stealing
to find something and keep it, when you could easily return
MARRIED TO A THIEF
It to the owner?
DEAR MARRIED: Yes. Your husband is going off the
deep end in an attempt to justify his dishonesty.
DEAR ABBY: A written note of thanks, after a verbal
thank you has been given is not, in my view, a "gracious
gesture" as you recently stated. It is a superfluous redundancy and I HATE getting them. There are, of course,
occasions when a written thank you is mandatory, but must
we make a fetish of it?
We all enjoy receiving personal letters, but when I get
an interesting looking, handwritten envelope containing only
a sterile one or two line thank you after I've already been
verbally thanked, I am disappointed and annoyed by the
person who sent it. I refuse to do that to my friends—let
them criticize me and keep the gift for which they need two
thank yous.
When I recently gave a lady a recipe, she thanked me
graciously. The following day I received a written thank
you note from her. I told her I would never give her another,
recipe unless she promised not to send a written thank you
note!
NO THANK YOU
DEAR NO: Thank you for another classic example for
the "You-Can't-Win" department.
DEAR ABBY: My neighbor 11'11 call her "Mrs. G."J told
me this, and it's too good to keep.
She said she invited her married children and their
spouses to her home for a family dinner on Mother's Day.
There were 14 in all, and Mrs. G. prepared all the things her
children liked to eat. Sbe did everything herself, welch was
quite a chore.
After dinner the guests started to play cards and Mrs
G. went into the kitchen to do the dishes. About an hour
later, one of the daughters came into the kitchen and saw
her mother working over the pots and pans. The daughter
put her arm around her and said, "Mother, I hate to see
you standing doing dishes on Mother's Day."
So the mother smiled and started to remove her apron,
when the daughter continued, "Wait until after midnight!"
STILL LAUGHING

Miss Linda Sue McCallon
Announcement is made today of the engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Linda Sue McCallon and Porter Ray
Wagner.
Miss McCallon is the daughter of Mrs. Fairra McCallon,
Mayfield and the late Buel McCallon. Mr. Wagner is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Porter H. Wagner of Darlington, Maryland.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Mayfield High School, is
presently employed by Driver Motor Company, Mayfield.
Mr. Wagner moved to this area after completing three years of
military service, and is presently employed by Proform, Inc.,
Paducah.
The vows will be exchanged June 23 in the presence of the
immediate families and close friends.

Melanie Lassiter
Honored At Shower
At The Dixon Home
Miss Melanie Lynn Lassiter,
May 26th bride-elect of Billy H.
Todd, was complimented with a
household shower held in the
home of Miss Debby Dixon on
Tuesday, May 16, at seven
o'clock in the evening.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Miss Dixon
and Miss Kay Barnett.
The honoree chose to wear for
the prenuptial event a pale
yellow dress with white accessories. Her hostesses' gift
corsage was of yellow carnations.
Mrs. Robert Lassiter, mother
of the honoree, wore a navy
dress with white accessories.
Miss Lassiter opened her
many lovely gifts from the
fifteen persons either present or
sending gifts.
Refreshments of green punch,
cookies, mints, and nuts were
served from the beautifully
appointed table overlaid with a
green lace cloth centered with a
bride and groom statuette. The
napkins were placed in the
form of a "T" on the refreshment table.

Saturday, May 20
Eighth grade and twelfth
grade graduates of 1972 and
their parents of the community
will be honored with a potluck
dinner at the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church at seven p.m.
Sunday, May 21
The annual homecoming will
be held at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church with
regular services, basket dinner,
and gospel singing.
Monday, May 22
The Murray Woman's Club
will have a dinner meeting at
the club house at six p.m.
Reservations should be made
by Friday, May 19agagiith
department chairmen.
The Luther Robertson PTA
will meet at the school at seven
p.m.
All Beauty Salon owners will
meet at the Kut 'n Kurl Beauty
Shop at 7:30 p.m.

After the supper the group
went to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Edd Miller where they
were served cake, punch,
mints, and nuts. A granddaughter, Miss Charlene
Paschall, and George Whitford
of Dover, Tenn., joined the
group at the Miller home.
Mr. and Mrs. Gallimore
received gifts from those at"
tending_
—
Those enjoying the dinner
were their children, some of
their grandchildren, and two
great grandchildren. Included
were Mr. and Mrs. Edd Miller
and Debbie of Hazel, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles D. Paschall
and children, Kerry and
Kimmi, all of Puryear. A
granddaughter, Mrs. Michael
Pistilli, Mr. Pistilli, Pam and
Steve, of California were unable
to attend.

Chuck Trevor Adams was
honored with a party on
Saturday,
May
13,
in
celebration of his fourth birthday which was on May 11. His
mother, Mrs. Johnny Adams,
was hostess for the event held
on the lawn of their home near
Coldwater.
Games were played by the
children after which Chuck
opened his gifts. Buffy and
Penny Elkins won the game
prizes.
Refreshments of the birthday
cake decorated with cowboys
and Indians in the colors of red,
white, and blue, ice cream, and
Cokes were served.
Children present were Marcy
and Michelle Marine, Chris
Satterwhite, John Mark Potts,
Vonnie Sue Hays, Billy Hal
Adams, Shane Ginn, Craig
Darnell, Tracey, Kelly, and
David Adams, Jennifer and Jeff
Flood, Huffy Mike, and Penny
Elkins, Chuck and Scott Adams.

Mr. and Mrs. Cloys Butterworth of Lynn Grove observed their
fiftieth wedding anniversary on Wednesday, May 17. No formal
celebration was held by the couple.
The couple was married on May 17, 1922 at Paris, Term. Mrs.
Butterworth is the daughter of the late H.C. Lawrence and Zonie
Harris Lawrence. Mr. Butterworth is the son of the late Luther
Butterworth and Hermie Lawrence Butterworth.
Mr.and Mrs. Butterworth have one son, Charles Butterworth of
Longwood, Fla., who is married to the former Linda Conner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Conner of Murray. They have
one grandson, Chris Butterworth, student at the University of
Florida at Tallahassee, and one granddaughter, Miss Tina Butterworth of Longwood, Fla.
-The anniversary couple resides at their home one mile west of
Lynn Grove and attend the Williams Chapel Church of Christ. Mr.
Butterworth is a retired fanner.

Kirkland & Oliver
Vows To Be Read
At Hazel Church

Mrs. Irby Jackson Hurt, 204
Willow Drive, Mayfield, and
Thomas Barkley Jones, 498
Meadowlark Drive, Mayfield,
announce their approaching
marriage on Sunday, May 28, at
Seventh and College Streets
Church of Christ, Mayfield.
Mrs. Hurt, the former
Frances Jean Dillingham, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Charles Dillingham,
Wartrace, Tennessee. She has
attended David Lipscomb
College, Nashville, Tennessee
and Murray State University.
She is a teacher in the Mayfield
City School System, Mayfield.
Mr. Jones is the son of Mrs.
Thomas Allen Jones, Mayfield,
and the late Mr. Jones of Route
One, Lynn Grove. He received
his Master's Degree at Murray.
State University. He is a past
president of the Alumni
Association and has served as
Representative from Calloway
County in the Kentucky House
of Representatives. He is
presently employed
in the
Graves County School System.
All friends and relatives are
invited to a Reception in the
Fellowship Hall of the Seventh
and College Church of Christ,
at three-thirty
Mayfield,
o'clock in the afternoon
following a private wedding in
the church chapel. No formal
invitations are being sent.

BROWN BOY
Timothy Scott, is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gary R.
Brown of-1215 ..Melrose Drive,
Murray, for their baby boy,
weighing sevon pounds fifteen
ounces, born on Monday, May
15, at 7:47 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway Cotinty Hospital.
They have another son,
Members and guests of the
Christopher Robert, age two.
Murray Shrine Club held their
regular monthly fellowship The father at attends Murray
breakfast at the Holiday Inn on State University and is band
director at Carlisle County High
Sunday morning, May 14.
Those present were Mr and School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Persall and
Mrs. Robert Broen of Down
daughters, Jill and Judy, and
guest, Carolyn King, Sgt. Frank Brook, N.J., and Dr. and Mrs.
Gibson and his mother, Mrs. A. H. Muran of Syracuse, N.Y.
Quinton Gibson, Mr. and Mrs. Great grandparents are Mr.
William Moffett and guests, Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Bonomo of
and Mrs. T. J. Smith, Mrs. Utica, N.Y., and Mrs. Vera
Wallace Ford suid daugtters,- Hartley of Tully, N.Y.
Kim and Kelly, Mr. and Mrs.
Freed Cotham, Mr. and Mrs.
MENENDUZ BOY
A baby boy, Keith Anthony,
Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Robinson and son, Larry, weighing seven pounds, was
Mr.. and Mrs. Milton Jones, born to Mr. and Mrs. Tony
James C. Williams, and David Menenduz of 406 College Court,
Murray, on Tuesday, May 16, at
Cooper.
5:40 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Wilted flowers illaN often be reThe new father is a student at
vived by putting them into water as
Murray State University.
hot as the hand can stand and then
Grandparents are Mr. and
letting them stand in it until the watMrs. Jose Menenduz and Mrs.
er has cooled Of course, when they
Mary Burnsed of Dade City,
are too far gone. nothing will help
Fla.

Shrine Club Holds
Monthly Breakfast

Mr. and Mrs. Leander
Kirkland of Paris, Term., announce the
and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Martha, to Preston
Oliver, son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Amos Oliver of Hazel.
Miss Kirkland attended
school at Cottage Grove and is
presently employed at Paris
Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Oliver attended school at
Hazel and is now owner and
operator of the Hazel Furniture
Store.
The wedding will take *ace
on Sunday, May 28, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Hazel Baptist Church. Friends
and relatives are invited.
After their wedding the
couple will reside in Hazel.

Adults present were Mrs. Don
Marine, Mrs. Keith Hays, Mrs.
Hal Adams, Mrs. Joe Ginn,
Mrs. Hugh Adams, Mrs. Dwain
Elkins, Mrs. Hill Adams, and
Mrs. James Potts, grandmothers of the honoree, and
When coconut-becomes dry it can
Mrs. George Marine, great
softened by steaming in a clean
grandmother of the honoree:--- kte
1— cloth over boiling water

MONDAY TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Tuesday, May 23
The Current Missions Group
of the Baptist Women of the
Memorial Church will meet at
two p.m. at the church.

Drycleaning SPECIAL

PANTS,SKIRTS
& SWEATERS

The Murray Quota Club will
meet at 12 noon at the Triangle
Inn.
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of Tau Phi Lambda will meet at
the home of Mrs. Martha Andrus at seven p.m.

Be.int,fully Cleaned and Pressed

The Kirksey PTA-will meet at
- the school at 1:30 p.m. Members
please note the earlier time.

Growing To Serve You
* Free Landscape Design
& Estimate

Saw Fly Worms
are in the Pine
PETUNIAS
Trees—clean them
And Other
out with
BEDDING PLANTS
Box of 8
Spectracide
for

69'

Hardy Red

AZALEAS
each $179

Wednesday, May 24
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at noon at the Murray?:
Country Club with Mesdames
Eurie Garland, Jiggs Lassiter,
W.L. Polly, Alfred Lindsey,
Raymond Hewitt, Bill Holt,
James Parker, Don Tucker,
Tommye Taylor, and Bill lima
as hostesses. Mrs. Hugh
Houston and Mrs. William Nash
are hostesses for the bridge
session.

Luncheon for the ladies will
be served at noon at the Oaks
Country Club. Reservations
should be made by Monday by
calling Darlene Ford 753-8316 or
Marie Weaver 753-8591 Other
hostesses are Margaret Tidwell, Martha Tibbs, Letricia
Cooper, Jean Shahan, Emma
Dean Lawson, Peggy Hook,
Mesa Read, Ruby Herndon,
Ruth Brandon, Margaret
Blalock, Betty Gilbert. Verna
Horning, Eva Hopkins, Kaye
Outland, Bonnie Story. Dot
Byrn, Joyce Spencer, and
Mildred Robertson. Grace
James is golf hostess.

SHIRTS

Laundered
to Perfection

Drapes Cleaned
2
0

LPJ

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

Knits

Should be

Central Shopping Center

Od 10.1

Dry Cleaned By
Professionals

Phone 753-9084
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By Jerry Allen
As Mike pulled the jeep into
the Union 76 service station on
the outskirts of a little town
called Eufaula, Alabama, I
could easily see he had driven
as far and as long as he could
without sleep.
We had tteetri driving all
night, since :00
evening bef
were dead,,red from lack of
sleep. We had heard from
several people, including a good
friend Bill Dance, that Lake
Eufaula is tops in bass fishing
and we were anxious to try it.
-Let's hire a guide and fish all
day," Mike said.
•'Without sleep?" I yelled.
"Yes, we're loosing fishing
time by sleeping, so let's get
going it's 5:00 a.m. and the
sun's coming up."
"OK," I said, half heartedly.
-But-- really I was anxious to
throw in a line and pull out some
of those Alabama lunkers I had
been hearing about.
It had all begun when Mike
Lassiter, owner of Lassiter Top
Shop here in Murray and lifelong friend had stopped by the
house Monday evening and
said, "Let's go fishing."Ok," I said. "Where?"
"Lake Eufuala" he answered.
"WOW,let's go," I said. So we
threw out stuff together in A
mad scrambling frenzy and
headed south in his jeep with
my boat trailing close behind.
After we'd arrived, tired and
sleepy eyed, we were fortunate
enough to meet a friendly
service station attendant that
took interest enough in two
loose-headed fishermen to try to
locate a guide for us.
"Lee Smith," he said whet) I
asked him his name over the
phone, "but Ican't guide you
today, I've got work to do." But
Charlie my buddy can.
"Sure I said, "if he's fished
with you he'll know all the good
spots."
-Yes," Lee said,"He's one of
the best bass fisherman in these
parts.After we hung up, Mike and I
headed to the K.O.A. campground about 200 yards away
to set up a tent. We set it up in
15 minutes and were ready to
go pick up Charlie and be on our
way.
"Where we gonna fish*
Charlie?- Mike asked.
"Over at Cowikee Creek" he
said. "There's been some real
lunkers come out of that place.
Why just the other day I hung
one that must have been nine
pound but I lost tern."
•'What we gonna use for
bait?" Mike continued.
Blue plastic worms" Charlie
answered. -Stop up here at this
little store and we'll pick-ap a
few man's jelly worm."
After we'd gotten our bait and
proceded to the lake and
launched, we headed out the
channel of
Cowilee Creek.
Charlie warned us to be careful
of the stumps and flooded dead
trees that had been left when
the lake was filled.

was my time.
A lunker took the worm and
wit magnificent ease he
wrapped it around the biggest
bull log in Eufuala Lake.
"That was a nice fish,"
Charlie said. -Yes, it's too bad I
lost it,- I answered. "It was a
Hogue."
Well, we must have tried
every bass hole in that lake but
still we didn't get a bass but
Charlie, Mike and I all had lost
real lunkers and then just as we
were about to go home Mike
hung a 2 pound bass and landed
him. We decided to Call it a day.
After Mike and I got to camp
and cleaned up we decided to
try some top water fishing. We
headed up the Chawalla creek
and picked up a couple of nice
three-pounders on a jitterbug.
After such a tiring night and
day of relaxation we fell in the
sack and immedia_telY lost
consciousness until the clock
alarmed the next day at 4:00
a.m.
-Let's stay in the sack
awhile," says Mike.
He got no argument from
me.The next thing I knew it was
9:00 a.m. and I knew we
had to get going if we were to
catch any fish.
We immediately rushed to the,
lake to our favorite fishing hole
and began to throw that worm
with unusual enthusiasm.

Mike picked up three more in
that spot on three consecutive
casts and there I sat without a
fish to show. But my time was to
come.
All at once Mike yelled, "I've
got one, it's a big one, get the
net. WOW! What a fish."
Well, by the time he got that
four and one-half pound bass
wore down. Mike was just about
worn out from yelling with
excitement.
That's the biggest fish I've
ever caught," he said. "We'll
get a bigger one," I said and we
kept on fishing.
We soon tired of our fishing
hole and moved about three
miles to another area, near a
bowie on the edge of the river
channel. I I threw in my worm
and immediately I felt it, 'Tap,
tap' a fish was taking my plastic
worm. Immediately I gave him
slack and reeled down to the
water to my line: ----- Then "wham," with all my
might I set the hook and the
drag went wild. You've never
seen such a fight.
"This must be a 12-pounder" I
hollered to Mike,"Get the net."
The fish stayed under the
water until he came into the net.
Boy was I surprized, it was an
eight pound grennell, one of the
spunkiest fish for his size you've
ever seen or felt on the end of a
rod.

After everything returned to
normal, Mike and I managed to
land several more pretty nice
fish and a few small ones also.
By the time dark came we were
ready to head for the house.
That night the wind got up and
we decided that if it was still
blowing next day we'd head
home after giving it a try in the
morning.

Fishing In State
Fair To Excellent

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Fishing in most of Kentucky's
major lakes should be generally fair to excellent this weekend, the state Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources reports.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Barkley—Crappie excellent
Come day-break the win
still blowing, but we gave it the- on minnows at 3-10 feet; Bluegill good on worms; below
"good ole college" try anyway
dam, bluegill good and white
and managed to pick up a few
more small fish, but the water bass fair; clear, stable and 70
was too rough and the weather degrees.
Kentucky—Bluegill excellent
man hadn't given us any encouragement for the next few in large tributaries on popp
days so we packed our gear and bugs and crickets; black bass
headed for Murray, 550 miles fair especially on surface lures;
below dam, white bass and
away.
crappie spotty; murky, stable
If you're interested in a real and 74 degrees.
good time, with lots of action
Cumberland—White
bass
you might like to write the good at night on minnows in
Eufaula Chamber of Commerce large -tributaries.; black bass
for some information, or you fair to good on surface
lures;
can take the word of a loose trout fair in dam area on nightheaded fisherman like me and crawlers at 5-15 feet; below
try camping and fishing at the dam, trout on worms and
K.O.A. Campgrounds. Rates cheese; clear to murky, falling,
are $3.00 per day and there is a 68 degrees.
restaurant not 200 yards away
Herrington—Black bass good
if you don't like to cook, at the on deep runners;
white bass
Union 76 truck stop.
good at night in tributaries on
Or if you want to go first minnows; clear, stable and 70
class, there is the Chewalla degrees.
Fishtrap—Bluegill good on
Creek Motel and Marina.
worms; black bass on surface
lures; clear, stable, 70.
Rough River—Crappie good
in south fork on minnows;
white bass good in north fork in
jumps; clear, falling, 14 feet
above summer pool and 66 degrees.
Buckhorn—Bluegill good on
worms; crappie fair on minnows at night, murky, stable
and 65 degrees.
Nolin—Black bass good on
surface lures; white bass good
at night on minnows; clear to
murky, stable and 68 degrees.

Barren—Black hags fair to
good on surface lures; crappie
on minnows at 10-12 feet; clear,
falling one foot above summer
pool and 68 degrees.
Dewey—Crappie good on minnows; bluegill good on worms;
murky,stable and 66 degrees.
Green—Black bass fair to
good on medium deep runners;crappie fair to good on
minnows; murky,falling and 67
degrees.
Grayson—Black bass fair on
medium deep runners; bluegill
good on worms and crickets;
stable and 68 degrees.
Dale Hollow—White bass fair
at night on minnows at 30-40
feet; crappie on minnows at 312 feet; clear, stable and 71 degrees.

Fishing Report

As we came sliding into a
large flooded forrest Charlie
said, "Stop here, this is it."
I shut her down and we pitched our plastic worms on an
underwater ledge about four to
ten feet deep, just covered with
brush and stumps.
After about two hours of slow
worm fishing, Mike hung a big
bass but he lost him. Then it

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS
•

Paul Maggard Wins 'Big Bass
Award' In Fishing Tournament
Paul Maggard of Murray won
the "Big Bass Award" in the
annual
Kentucky
Bass
Championship
Association
Tournament, held at Kentucky
Lake May 6-7.
Maggard took the top award
with a catch weighing 7-pounds,
11-ounces.
First prize overall went to
H.W. Williams of the Owensboro Bass Club. This was
based on total points accumulated over the two day
tournament. Williams received
the top award of $500 and the
first place trophy.
Second place went to John
Logan 41 the Henderson Bas.
,
Club. He received $250 ant
trophy. Third place was won by
Hugh Massey of the Murray
Bass Club. He received $150 and
trophy.

Browder Murphy from
Russellville took $100 and
trophy for fourth place and Jim
Waggers, Central Kentucky
Bass Club was awarded $50 and
I. Beeswax rubbed on trophy for fifth place.
bootlaces will keep the briars
Approximately 220 bass
from untying them
2. Rest your outboard on an fishermen from all parts of the
inner tube in car trunk to state turned out for the two-day
prevent scratches and vibration -tournament. Many adverse
conditions hampered the event,
problems.
but many sizable catches were
3. An excellent
non-abrading lens cleaner for taken anyway.
binoculars and scopes can be
requirements
Eligibility
made from a square of chamois. included membership in a
4. A woman's hairpin can
make a lure weedless. Bend it
into the eye and then upward.
3. An excellent non-abrading
lens cleaner for binoculars and
scopes can be made from a
square of chamois.

Crappie fishing is slowing up
in shallow water but big slabs
are being taken in 16 to 17 feet of
water on stumpy dropoffs both
on Kentucky and Barkley.
Lakes.
Bluegill are good on Barkley
and Kentucky Lakes in shallow
water on top water baits.
Bass are good on spinner
baits, do jiggs and plastic
worms in shallow water and
should get better on top water
soon.
Average water temperature
is 67 with the lakes steady
around 359.0.

Look in the
your birthday
what your outl
to the stars.

Bass Club.
Tournament Master John
Belt expressed his appreciation
to the management of the Ken
Lake Marina, and all others
who helped make the tournament successful.

Kentucky Bass Club and affiliation of the club with the
Kentucky Bass Association.
The Club Trophy was won by
the Owensboro Bass Club, and
the club earning the most total
points was the Madisonville

TOURNEY WINNERS—H.W. Williams, right, took first place,
based on total points in the Kentucky Bass Association Championship Tournament. Second place went to John Logan, second
from right, and third place went to Hugh Massey, second from
left, of Murray. Jim Waggers, far left, placed fifth. Browder
Murphy, not shown, placed fourth.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
guesswork is gone from Lake
Cumberland trout fishing. A
recently-completed study on
rainbow trout in the big lake haS
turned up some important inKentucky
for
formation
anglers.
The purpose of the study,
according to Jim Axon, principal biologist on the project,
was to determine the vertical
distribution of rainbow trout
and threadfin shad in Cumberland during periods of
thermal stratification. To a
fisherman that means "where
the trout are."

BIG BASS—Paul Maggard of Murray was the winner of the
"Big Bass Award" in the recent Kentucky Bass Association
Championship Tournament. The bass weighed 7-pounds, 11ounces. Maggard received a trophy and $25 award to have the
bass mounted.

'PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE
BUSINESS"
I
MAJOR
e
Call Any Tth

753-193

rillizer
Tour Prescription Carefully &

Our New Gun Department
1. Now Open!
All Makes of Guns

lodern

LASSITER TOP
SHOP

MOGO OIL
One Mile North Of Murray On The Benton
Fh y.

WE SPECIALIZE IN REPAIR OF
VOLKSWAGENS
Diesel Repairman On Duty Every Day
You Tear 'Em Up and We'll Fix 'Em!
Cheaper Than Anybody Else!
Phone 753-9064

Visit us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!

Rt, 6, Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone (5021 753-8073

Sportsman Marin2
Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek

Dealer in Cherokee and Monark Boats
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TI ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MONK lis-tra

Pontoon Boats
House Boat Rentals

Boat And
Motor
Rentals
GUIDE SERVICE-JIM KING

Mack & Mack
Sports Aroma

specialize in Custom Vinyl Roofs
Mercury Outboard
Sales dr Service

Aurora, Kentucky
Phone 474-2344,
BAITS and TACKLE

Early Breakfast Served In Our Modern
Snack Bar
The Real Blue Eyed Shinner Minnow
Trained For The Hook
Guaranteed to Catch em or Die Trying

3 Doz. for 51.00
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

Street crimes alter
life of New Yorkers

,
411.‘

FOR SUNDAY, MAY 21, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
what your outlook is, according
There is more to this day than
to the stars.
may be evident at first, so dig
deep for those treasures and
ARIES
BELIEVE that you will suc1 Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Others are watching your ceed. Don't overreach obvious
example now. Some may be limitations, however.
uncertain until YOU act, so be
CAPRICORN
fully aware, and certain that
Wee. 22 to Jan. 20)
you present the proper picture.
Fine opportunities indicated.
Make the best use of your
TAURUS
talents and demonstrate the
Apr. 21 to May 21 )
You have several dandy edge you have in proficiency
prospects in sight. Even if and strategy. Aim HIGH!
results are not immediately AQUARIUS
forthcoming, good efforts will (Jan. 21 to
Feb. 19)
make a favorable impression,
Tolerance and discretion
hasten reward.
must mark all speech and action now. Emphasizing these
GEMINI
traits, you can sail full steam
tMay T2 to JUne 21)
A somewhat average day, yet ahead, with credits and new
you may accomplish more than prizes as your reward.
you anticipat• Much depends PISCES._
upon what you take for granted (Feb. 20 to Mar.
20) )(
and what you initiate yourself. • Don't slacken
your efforts
because -others are in a
CANCER
frivolous mood. Consider your
I June 22 to July 23) 0
0
Lay the groundwork for own interests - especially now
future moves now since some when influences stimulate new
new-type gains are indicated - ideas for improving your status.
either, unexpectedly, through
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
an avocation or, possibly, in a
Taurus-Gemini cuspal (one
field other than your own.
born at the change of Signs),
are highly competent, exLEO
tremely versatile and the
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Keep eyes and ears open now. possessor of a most engaging
Generous influences offer new personality. Always on your
routes and means for attaining toes mentally, you never pass
better-than-average gains. up an opportunity, and your
enthusiasm
accomfor
Don't miss out!
plishment is rarely dimmed.
VIRGO
Thus you usually achieve emi( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riP
You have better than an even nently high plateaus of success
chance to make excellent while others are still dawdling
progress now. Capitalize on along and indulging in wishful
your unusual versatility and thinking. You have a great love
winning personality and you of -knowledge and a lively
curiosity which usually attracts
will surprise yourself.
you to the extraordinary in life.
LIBRA
Many scientists, writers,
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Devote your attention to musicians, architects, in'Completing small tasks rather ventors and physicians have
than attempting more am- been born in this zodiacal
bitious undertakings. A good sector. Birthdate of: Alexander
day for advancing in business. Pope, Eng. poet.
•
•
t
Do be cautious in traveling,
'YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
however.
FOR 1977
mcludmg a Oefailecl clay
SCORPIO
by day forecast, complete gwcfe to
love and marrlage, and a corn
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
prehensIve character analyst
now available For your persanal
Satisfactory progress inforecast send SI 00 Plus 25 Cents al
coil" tar postage and handhng 10 this
dicated, but the good will of
, care of HoroscOpe lizok
InvwspAper.
others will be important.Stress
MkpolrtSent. •Stne 173.•010. Chelsea
Sfal.on. New 'fork. N.Y 10011 Pent
your amiable side, therefore,
your NAME. ADDRESS woh ZIP. and
DATE OF BIRTH
and speak abruptly to no one.
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for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
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the crime problem. Pockets of
FOR MONDAY, MAY 22, 1972
slums are interspersed with
Look in the section in which better achievement.
high-income areas.
"Within a few blocks, you can your birthday comes and find AQUARIUS
go from a fine neighborhood to what your outlook is, according (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
a section of grinding poverty," to the stars.
influences
Stellar
now
he said. "These kids who can ARIES
stimulate your talents and
look out of their windows at (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
personality. You should achieve
If you don't try to put square much, both on your own, and
people who appear to have everything know that something pegs into round holes, all should with the enthusiastic backing of
is wrong. When people who go well. Don't be discouraged at others.
have nothing to lose are so delays. Have faith in your goals PISCES
aware, you have a real threat - and keep working toward (Feb.
20 to Mar. 20) X
to property and a way of life." them.
It will be important to use
Patrick McGahan feels that TAURUS
time well now. Don't offset good
Apr. 21 to May 21)
this threat is being created in
efforts by yielding to emotionDon't sidestep obligations in
his community. He is president
alism and futile regrets over
favor
of
more
desirable ac- "what might have been."
of Local 501, Transportation
This
Workers Union, in Queens, tivities. You have a lot going for
is a day for DOING!
where he lives with his wife and you now,so it would be foolish to
their three children. It is a offset efforts of the past.
YOU BORN TODAY are
community largely of middle- GEMINI
endowed with a multitude of
class families.
(May 22 to June 21) U
New York's "scatter site"
Mercury influences generous. talents which, properly develoroject is designed to put low- Especially favored: Writings, oped, can lead to top-level
:acme housing in areas where communications generally. success; also, the drive and
tarnilies of middle and upper- Avoid, however, placing too enthusiasm required to reach
middle incomes dominate. A many irons in the fire at one your goals, which are usually
new scatter site housing devel- time.
lofty and ambitious. Out_• _
-standingin
opment is now under way in CANCER
your-character are
Queens.
(June 22 to July 23) 00 the virtues of integrity, loyalty
"We feel that this is going to
Present lunar influences and generosity. Your interests
increase our street crimes," encourage your fine talents and are almost limitless but this
McGahan said. "We have great know-how. This is a day in very fact may cause you to
problems with purse snatchers which to give your finest per- dissipate
energies,
with
and burglars as it is. One of the formance - and reap corre- resultant anxiety and tensions.
big gimmicks with burglars in sponding reward.
Try not to overtax yourself and,
Queens is to watch for a time LEO
when it comes to a career,
when everybody is out of the (July 24 to Aug. 23)
despite your many talents,
house, pull up with a moving
Remember that no good effort settle on the one which offers
van and clean the place out. is ever wasted. Even if the the best possibilities, then
Most of us have become wise results you seek are not im- pursue as many avocations as
enough to have someone in the mediately forthcoming, you will you please. This will abate
restlessness, give you greater
house all the time or alert our attain them eventually. So
inner satisfaction. Best outlets
neighbors to watch if we all keep on trying!
have to be gone."
for your talents: Writing
VIRGO
Queens is one of the New ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) r(r)
(, especially in the journalistic
York areas where residents
Don't undertake anything field), music, research, teachhave organized volunteer citi- without knowing proper, proce- ing, real- estate and the stage.
zen patrols to supplement po- dure. Find out how aasaciates
lice protection. McGahan is en- think and feel. Excellent
couraging another organization progress indicated -through
of observers similar to the alert thinking and action.
World War II Civilian Defense LIBRA
Corps.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
"We have quite a few retired
Planetary influences enand semiretired people in courage substantial interests
Queens who are eager to do and projects. Bide your time
something," McGahan said. where fast moves could undo
"They would make excellent the effect of work already
observers, watching the streets started commendably. Creative
from designated points and interests favored.
calling the police if they see SCORPIO
anything wrong or suspicious." ( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
He feels that the observation
Do not start anything without
plan would be particularly knowing if you can follow
beneficial when children are on through. All efforts and amthe way to and from school. The bitions must be thoughtfully
McGahans teach their children directed now. Don't follow new
to be alert and at the same time trends blindly.
try to give them freedom SAGM'ARRIS
enough for a happy life.
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
"You can't watch your chilA fine day in which to
dren 24 hours a day," McGahatr• capitalize upon your skills and
said. "It would spoil all of their gain substantial ground. Just
activities."
one admonition: Avoid haste or
Many of those activities are you could cause needless
organized. The McGahans' son errors.
is an athlete and is on sports
CAPRICORN
teams both in and out of school. (Dec.
22 to Jan. 20) la
Their two daughters are Girl
You may encounter some
Scouts and spend much of their opposition
now, but it need not
time at a church-affiliated deter
your better efforts.
youth center where they can Handle
it tactfully, diplomatswim and take part in a numically
and go on to bigger and
ber of other sports.
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NEW YORK - It's the nadir. day duty.
"Fortunately, I can say we
Crimes determine where you
walk or live, what you do and are fairly affluent," Barrett
when. Bulletproof partitions said.
But, a good neighborhood is
separate taxicab passengers
from drivers. Door locks are as no insurance. Barrett used to
popular a conversation subject walk to work on two alternate
as sports and fear becomes a routes, one on the edge of Cenpervasive quality that you tral Park and the other through
must rise above.
what he considered good neighborhoods.
New Yorkers tell you these
"I walked in a very open part
things about their city, adding
that they wouldn't live any- of the park, in full view of the
place else. They consider it street - - until a man was shot
stimulating and exhilarating, right where I walked," he said.
--'flen. on my alternate route, a
the cultural, entertainment and
financial center of the world. If friend was attacked in broad
it is the worst, for them it also daylight. Now, I take a bus. I
don't get any exercise, but I
is the best.
Marvin Barrett is on the staff feel safer."
Another of Barrett's friends
of the Journalism Department
was accosted by a robber,
of Columbia University. His
wife, Mary Ellen, is an author again in daylight.
'His first thought was, 'My
working on her second novel
and book reviewer for Cosmo- God, this is it. I haven't any
politan magazine. He went to money on me.' Fortunately, he
New York from Des Moines, was let go," Barrett said. "The
Iowa, and she, the daughter of theory is not to carry much
money, but to have at least a
Irving Berlin, is a native. They
few dollars to surrender. It inhave four children.
New York's street crime con- furiates a thief if you have
nothing for him to take. I used
trols many facets of their lives
to give panhandlers something
and is the reason Barrett says,
out of charity. Now, I do it be"Thu
the nadir."
cause I feel threatened. There
Three years ago, the Barretts
is an undercurrent of fear that
moved from their home in
pervades the streets."
Greenwich Village to a Park
The Barretts discuss the
Avenue apartment.
crime problem with their chil"We loved our place in the
dren because "it is a part of
village," Barrett said. It was
their lives."
half a house and lovely. But, af-We consider ourselves a
ter two burglaries in a couple of
very liberal family, but we
months - in one I woke up to send our children to private
see a man standing by my bed
schools," Barrett said. "There
and in the other one of the chil- are about five or six good pubdren was involved - we knew
lic schools in this city and the
we had to move."
rest are jungles. Of course,
The Barretts' present apart- there have always been bullies.
ment was chosen for security Some aspects are not totally
'advantages. In a top neighbor- new."
Barrett sees the makeup of
hood, it has doormen and elevator operators on 24-hour-a- the city as one of the causes of

ft
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Hospital Report
May 17, 1972
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Story (Mrs. Linda
Gail Story), Rt. 7, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Georgia Nell Davenport
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Benton,
Mrs. Shirley Kay Lane and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Murray,
James Cowan Williams. Jr.,
402'2 S. 16th St., Murray,
Ronald Dean Carroll, 505 N. 5th
St., Murray, Claude Lee Page,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Melody
Ann Jordan, 1660 Ryan Ave,
Murray, Bluford Harvey Dixon,
Rt. 1, Kirksey.

COOKING
IS FUN
THE BRIDE
COOKS DINNER
French Fries
Broiled Steak
Salad Bowl with
Roquefort Dressing
Spiced Coffee
Gaufrettes
SPICED COFFEE
.
Add a fillip to the usual brew.
1 1/2 cups hot strong freshly
brewed coffee
2 whole cloves
1/2 cinnamon stick
2 thin wide strips orange peel
4 small sugar cubes
Whipped cream
Into a small saucepan pour
the coffee and add the cloves,
cinnamon stick, orange peel
and sugar Allow to stand over
very low heat, stirring several
times, until bubbles begin to
appear around edge - about 10
minutes With a slotted spoon
remove cloves, cinnamon and
orange peel and discard Pour
the spiced coffee into small after-dinner coffee cups and top
with whipped cream. Makes 3
to 4 servings.

MURRAY M451tit SERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at
Economy Prices!!

7th & Maple St.

nv?r,

Phone 753-9999
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t ED TANDY
FREE OF POLITICAL DOLES AND *
DEALS...
FREE TO HELP REMEDY OUR ILLS *
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the New Lowest Interest Rate in town

make./the Difference'
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Charles "Ed" Tandy
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enn.,

Check With The

oncrete
harge!

BANK of MURRAY
AUTO DEPT.
Main Office
4th at Main

at And
Motor
,Rentals

Before Financing Your
New Auto

AUTO DEPT.
University Branch
N. 12th Street

•

Be Sure to check with The Bank of Murray before financing your cart
Free Credit life Insurance At A 4.75 Add On
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12 Ma
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'2,000.
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47.48

87.29

,94.96

174.58
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118.64

218.22
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94.88

45.62

142.28

31 73

190.00

91.25

284.92

63.47

237.44
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356.24

79.34
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Amt. of Loan

36 Ma

3,000.
3,500.

142.44

261.87

284.88

136.87

427.20

95.20

166.24

305.52

332.32

159.68

498.52

111.07

8.14`; percent

*
*
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*

Democratic Primary
Ed Tandy has made no deals. *
Tandy has no promises to keep, *
except to his own conscience. *

*In these troubled times there*
4( is no substitute for Honesty!

12 Mo.
24 Mo.
36 Mo.
Int.
Pmt. Int.
pmt. Int.
Pmt.

8.65 percent

*U.S. Representativet

g.g€ poTent

tVote Tandy:
* This Tuesday, May 23*
Paid For By:
Campaign To Make Ed Tandy Congressman Tandy
.0
Central City, Ky. 42330
George W. Tandy,Chairman *
Telephone 502) 754-1834
June J. Tandy,Treasurer
*****************
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for home swim pool
Diving board peril
According to Steel and
Edward J. Mongeon, director
of water safety for the Red
Cross in Washington, D.C.,
misuse of diving boards has led
to a rising number of serious
injuries over the past several
years.
In A telephone interview,
Mongeon said the NSPI action
was "generated by the increasing number of ilaw suits
resulting from personal injuries in diving accidents." He
said he had advocated for a
tong time that home
should not be built with diving
boards, mainly because people
use them incorrectly.
Mongeon said divers have a
tendency to dive out and into

the upswing of the bottom
rather than into the deepest
portion of the pool.
The Red Cnass was unable
to furnish statistics on home
swimming pool accidents, but
Dr. Richard W: Redo, a
Riverside, NJ., physician who
has conducted an extensive
study and produced a film on
home swimming accidents,
conAIR
AUTOMOTIVE
NOTICE OF FILING OF
said board misuse is a reason
ditioning, rebuilt compressors,
STATEMENT
OF
INTENT
TO
for many accidents.
Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400
DISSOLVE
OF
BELK'S
The doctor said that as best DEPARTMENT STORE OF
North 4th Street. Phone 7534976
as he could determine, about MURRAY,KENTUCKY,INC.
May22P
or 474-2748.
20 persons each year suffer
broken necks in New Jersey
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
AU. WORK GUARANTEED
Notice is hereby given that
home pool mishaps. Redo
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
estimated that the nationwide Statement of Intent to Dissolve of
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569,
figure probably is near 1,000 Belk's Department Store of
3544138, or 354-8161 after 6:00
7531508
Phone
George
Bandarra
—
such injuries each year.
Murray, Kentucky, Inc., a
TFC
p.m.
..Kiittucky corporation, was filed
Jackie Jones — Phone 753-1415
in the office of the Secretary of
State of Kentucky on the 17th day
(Can Order Joists & Deck)
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, GOOD
sr
of December, 1971, and that all .01110.
L'Il.
29
condition.
Priced to sell. 1600
CH. 8
CH. 12
CH. 5
CH.I
,INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
CH. 3
painCH. 4
creditors
and
PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding.
claimants
KFUS
WDXR
wsm
W1PSD
WS1X
WLAC
WSIL
ting; any size job. All work Pfompt expert service. 15 years Sycamore. Phone 753-2377. M22C
against
the
corporation
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By JOHN M. WILLIAMS
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
swimming pool industry, in an
effort to reduce an increasing
number of home swimming
pool accidents — many fatal
— has started a pool registry
program designed to raise the
standards of pool construction.
The program has the endorsement of the American
Red Cross, which said that
some 211) people died in pool
accidents in 197 I.
Announcement of the
program came from the
National Swimming Pool
Institute, sponsor of the plan.
In an interview with UPI,
Robert Steel, executive vice
president of NSPI, said
builders under the proqram

will construct pools to coniorm
with revised minimumn design
and construction standards
that concentrate on a safe
match between the pool and
the diving board.
Steel said the NSPI has
rated five "types" of home
pools according to critical
dimension — width, breadth
and depth — and then approved certain boards for use
with each pool type according
to the capability and installation specifications of the
board.
The pools then are given
registry numbers by the NSPI
and a permanent plague is
placed in the pool decking to
remind present and future
owners of the pool's rating.

Bar Joists, Deckings, Structural, e

pools
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1'u_ ser YOU &RUE
DIDN'T USTEN TO A WORO
:
7
S )
-HE

KNIGHT SHOP

•

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
•
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways, at
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky,
until 10:00 A.M. Eastern Daylight
Time on the 8th day of June, 1972,
at which time bids will be
publicly opened and read for the
improvement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY, SP 18123: The Murray-FarmingtonMayfield(Ky. 121) Road from Ky
299 to the Graves County Line, a
distance of 5.000 miles.
Bituminous Concrete Surface
Class!.
Bid proposals for all projects will
be available until 12 NOON
EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME on
the day preceding the bid opening
at the Division of Contract
Procurement at a cost of $a each.
Bid proposals are issued only to
contractors.
prequalified
Remittance payable to the State
Treasurer of Kentucky must
for
accompany
request
May20&27C
proposals.

City of Murray business
privilege and vehicle
licenses IcitY stickers) are
due. A 10 percent penalty
will be added June 1, 1972.
The City Clerk's office will
be open each Sathrday
until noon through the
month of May.

In Keeping with the
spirit of the --iew army,
let it be I(no-Arn that my
office iS open to anyone

on this post
problem.
Gen. Halitracic

I - WONDER WHY.
HES PUTTING
ALL HIS
BISCUITS IN
THAT CLOTH

ITS SENSIBLE TO ADMIRE A
GAL,HON EST ABE. ALL
GALS tS ADMIRABLE --

Turn Left at Lake Stop Grocery on Hwy. 94
and First Road on Left • Look for Sign
PHONE 753-4035

1967 FORD four door with power
and air. One owner. Reason for
selling, can't drive. Phone 4928502.
M2OP

1972 GRAND PRIX, local car,
Less than two months old. Fully
HOME REPAIRS. Dripping JOHN THE Mr. Fix-It-Man. loaded. List price $5865.00. Will
faucet? Leaky "Roof? Clogged, Borne ,Repairs-electricial, car- sell for 84550.00. Phone 753-7606 or
sink or drain? Phone John the pentry, roofing, painting, door 753-7715.
M2.3C
Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00 screens and plumbing. Call John
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7825 the Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00 1962
THUNCHESTNUT
May31C a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625 DERBIRD, 67,000 miles. Very
nights.
May31C clean. Phone 767-4880 after 10:00
nights.
M25C
p.m.
WANTED REGULAR and part
1960 FIAT SPORTS car with
time help. No phone calls please.
racing features. Phone 753Apply in person to Johnson's
M20C
h120C FOR ALL your home additions, 8331.
Arco,Five Points.
.alterations, remodeling, etc.,
7531963 VALIANT four door. A good
WANTED SERVICE station Free Estimates.Phone
TFC fishing car. $125.00. See at 509
attendant. Experienced man 6123.
Chestnut or phone 753-2737. M2OP
only. Full time employment.
References required. Trotter's
Gulf, 641 South. No phone calls
M20C
please. Apply in person.
WANTED R.N. and L.P.N., 3-11
and 11-7 shift. Salary and fringe
benefits excellent. Contact
Director of Nursing Mayfield
Hospital, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
mpc
Telephone 502-247-5320.
LARGE EASTERN manufacturing compliny has opening for
two ladies, earning to $75.00 week
part time, $200.00 week full time.
For interview write Box 151,
Murray, -Kentucky giving
M22C
telephone number.

AKC R
Bernard p
Champion
quality. T
Bruceton,
3705.

:
:

FOR SALE
-- 1971 --

:
:

FOUR PO
be made int
and box s
Two solid
drapers, on
with 3. Use
excellent
7897.

I

I
•

.I SUPER BEETLE 1
I
* 9,000 Miles
:
:
* 9 Months Old

t
:
• --- * Excellent Condition
.
:
:
:* Powder Blue with Black Interior t
:
FULL TIME employee. Per- I
I
Only -'1,1300
manent employee for local grain
business. Favorable hours, I
reasonable pay. Interested in
dependable man. Write full : Phone 753-6213 After 4:00 p.m.
f
employment background, age ,..............
.
.
.
-5-9
._.
-s-.
.
....
.
...
.
....
.
.t
and references to P.O. Box 26,

SALES GIRLS wanted to sell
tapes and stereo equipment.
Experience helpful, but not
necessary. Apply at Tape Hut,
South 12th Street, phone 7539747.
M23C

Kentucky.
M20C
Wood patio doors — with
their large' glass: expanses— WE NEED one hard working
make a beautiful "window" on sales consultant. Expected inthe world.
112,000415,000 per ,year.
In addition to their good come looks, ponderosa pine pa- Qualifications: married, some
tio doors offer a number of sales experience, honest,
Practical assets. 4They're ob- dependable and a desire to get
tainable with _insulating - glass. ahead, Phone Paducaji, 443-4594
to cut heat loss • and assure for appointment.M22C
year-round room comfort.
They're readily available in
stock sizes at local lumber COOK FOR afternoon shift,
dealers. The wood sash can be prefer lady with both dinner and
Painted or stained inside and short order experience. Steady
mit to blend with differnit in- work. Good working conditions.
tenor and exterior color No phone calls. Apply in person
srhemes. And. for an esp?cially Colonial House Smorgasbord.
elegant touch, convenient reTFC
movable grilles in rectangular
or diamond shapes can be added
For safety, manufacturers
now install tempered glass in
v cod patio doors as a standard
feature.
aggressive
Wanted: An
individual for a sales position
in Murray. No Travel, Salary
plus Commission. Bonus
Program.
Apply to Mel Newiligger.
Monday and Tuesday, May 22
& 23, at the Holiday Inn.

HOUSE AND five acres of land.
House has two bedrooms, bath,
living room, kitchen, den and
utility room. This house it about
Patio doors or ponderosa p ne two miles from Murray on Green
with tem& d insulating glean Plain Road. Phone 435-4852 after
for safety and comfort, open
M20C
a room to the Joys of nature. 4:00p.m.

ACROSS

Escape
Cover
Weaken
Bottieerhapeg '5
6 Cooled lava
3
4

vessel
"
Squeeze
Mountain
on Crete
Clornbing plant
Macaw
Separated
Weirder
E.pwe
O Repulse
Earth's
satellite
Pronoun
Prophets
Beard of grain
Masculine
lO Part of violin
II Preposition
12 Bounds
14 River in Italy
15 Tidy
37 Mother of
Apollo
38 Cut
39 Was mistaken
Brother of Odin
42 Healthy
43 Worn away
45 Related
46 Back down
48 Has been
borne
51 Man's name
52 Artist's
stand
54 Hawaiian
wreath
55 Manuscripts
tabby,)
56 Killed
Cloth
57
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1
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mina

38 Treat
40 Venetian
magistrates
42 Concealed
44 Fur bearing
mamma),
45 Oven for drying
bricks

46 Edge
47 Bitter vetch
48 Untt of
Portuguese
currency
49 Lamprey
50 Nothing
53 A continent

(abbr.)
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conpressors,
rage, 400
753-6976
May22P
trucking,
dirt and
354-8569,
fter 6:00
TFC
LE
, GOOD
ell. 1600
77. M22C

, $175.00.
M23P
r, 6 cylin111 Price.
.m.
M2ONC
RK, new
Phone 753M2OP
ith power
Reason for
Phone 492M2OP
local car,
old. Fully
• .00. Will
753-7606 or
M23C
THUNiles. Very
after 10:00
M25C
car with
e 753M20C
oor. A good
See at 509
2737. M2OP

Never been used. Completely
self contained with shower on
1967 GMC, one ton, duel
wheels, air, radio, 400 actual
miles.
$5400.00

Central Air Conditioning for Mobile Homes

1967 VW SQUAREBACK

Jim's Htg. & A/C - 901-642-4589

Original owner never been
dented. Air, radio, under
50,000 actual miles.
$900.00

Paris, Tennessee

4 h.p. RIDING LAWN
MOWER
Used very little, excellent
$65.00
condition. _ _ _

Phone 345-2116
Farmington
H.P. RIDING lawn mower,
$135.00. Good condition. Can be
seen at 1625 College Farm Road.
Phone 753-6846.
M23C
FOUR 15" Uniroyal white letter
Tiger Paw tires on 4 Rocket rims
with chrome lug bilts. Phone 7535493 after 6:00 p.m.
M23P
FOUR POSTER maple bed, can
be made into a canopy, mattress
and box springs not included.
Two solid maple chest of
drawers, one with 5 drawers, one
with 3. Used only four months. In
excellent condition. Phone 7537897.
M23P

EARLY AMERICAN living room
suite. Sofa, chair, coffee table,
two end tables. Also naugahyde
hide-a-bed, excellent condition.
Phone 753-3726.
M23C
AKC REGISTERED Saint
Bernard puppies, 8 weeks old.
Champion bloodlines, show
quality. Ted H. Presson, II,
Bruceton,Tenn ,901-5863705.
M23P
ADAMS HARD Surfaced plow
points. Also regular plow points,
to fit most plows. Chisel plow
points, cultivator shovels-and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
ITC

TRIANGLE INN

o
*
t
0
•
e
I
1

GROCERY ON one a.re lot.
Reasonable if sold at once. 3
miles South of Murray on Highway 641. Phone 753-7663.
M31C
bred
BEAUTIFUL PURE
Siamese kittens. Reasonable
price. Phone Kathy Christopher,
1504 Johnson Blvd., 753M22C
5355:

ay s Puzzle

9

JOHN DEERE mower, 7' blade,
BABY. STROLLERS, baby
fits Ford tractor. Phone 489clothes, and other baby items.
M22P
2242.
Phone 753-9646.
. &120C
1972 YAMAHA, 125 Enduro, like
M25C
new. Phone 436-5552.

WORN TIRES
CAN KILL YOU!

Be SAFE with a sot
of ALLSTATE TIRES!
Call 753-2310
for SEARS extra-low

Sears
Catalog Sales Office
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2310

INN

NEW DISC blades Ingersoll
heavy gauge to fit all disc
harrows. See us before you buy.
Vinson Tractor Co.,753-4892. ITC
H&R USED Furniture. Overstocked with lots of good used
furniture. Have lots of antiques.
Six days a week. 121 Concord
Road, four miles from Murray.
Phone 753-6676 or 753-4716. M2OP

NEW PLYMOUTH garden
tillers, 5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton
engine with forward and reverse
1139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Benton, Kentucky, phone 5279368.
TFC

START
nur Own Good
Neighbor
Policy With
SEARS
FENCING
on
SALE
At Your
Local Catalog
Sales Office
• Chain Link
• Basketweave
• Board
(se Sears
Easy Payment Plan

machine,
SINGER SEWING
All Prices Catalog Sale Prices
straight
portable with case,
Satisfaction Guaranteed
stitch, button hole attachment.
HOUSE ON Johnny Robinson
or Your Money Back
M22C
$50.00. Phone 753-6502.
Road, to be moved. Phone 7533922.
M23P
SPINET CONSOLE piano.
Wanted responsible party to take
GARAGE SALE, day bed, baby
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
SEMIS, .110EBUCK AND CO.
bed, baby accessories, chifCan be seen locally. Write Credit
Southside
Shopping Center
ferobe, tricycles, stove, rugs,
Manager, P.O. Box 276,
Murray, Ky.
chairs, table, clothing. 1814
Shelbyville,Indiana 46176. M2OP
Phone 753-2310
Sherri Lane. Phone 753-7632 or
753-9294, weekend-- through
CREOSOTED POLFS and Penta
Tuesday.
M23C
TWO NICE used, 12'x50', mobile
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
homes at only $2995.00. Good
logs for dock flotation. Murray
condition. New 52'x12 at $3795.00.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
60'x12' three bedroom at $4795.00.
ITC
Street.
Also a lot full of other mobile
homes to choose from. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah,
23-1/16x35"
Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. M20C
.009 Thick

Sears

753-1916 •
•
•
••••••••• p•••••••••• •••••••••••••••• . •

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER; three bedroom
home, completely remodeled.
Utility room, hook-up for washer
and dryer. Close to downtown.
Less than $10,000. Phone 753-3163
after 5:00 p.m.
M22C

FOR RENT
TRAILERS; we have somelrfoi
sale also. Se Brandon Dill after
4:00 p.m. and all weekend a1
Dill's Trailer Court at Murra)
Drive In Theater Entrance. TF(

14

25 26

34

a

When a maintenance man
forgets to service a Quincy
Compressor, no damage is
done because a built in
safety feature remembers
and it takes the load off the
compressor, eliminating
damage Write or call for
details

THE WORLD'S FINEST
AIR COMPRESSORS

RiN
49 50

We have a large selection of
Compressors 10 Sett, Trade,
or Rent!

DIXIELAND
COMPRESSOR CO.

54
57
Inc

"

,PHO E 753-308
401 N. 4Th.

FISH MARKET
Same Location
4%
on Highway 94

FRESH KENTUCKY
LAKE CATFISH DAILY!!

Phone 753-3739

NEW TWO bedroom brick
apartment, dishwasher, disposal,
range, washer and dryer hook up.
All carpeted. Central heat and
air, large lot with garden spot.
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-7550
after 5:00 p.m.
M22C

SPRING PAINTING-We ha vi
Latex wall paint from $2.95 Pe
gallon up. Hughes Paint
May 294
Store.

REE!! With This Ad

Summer. Completely furnished,,
Phone 753-8838.
M23C

One
Visit To

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom,
with shower agil bath. One or two
bedrooms. 'Z*merman Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone
NICELY FU14NISHED apart- 753-6609.
M26C
ment,adjoining the University on
Chestnut. Living and dining area, NEATLY FURNISHED apartbuilt-in kitchen, two closets, ment, carpeted and air conbathroom and bedroom. Wall to ditioned. May be seen at Kelly's
wall carpeting, air conditioned. Pest Control, located 100 South
M23C 13th Street.
Phone 753-8648.
M23C
•
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY APARTMENT, FURNISHED,
apartment, air conditioned, couples only, no pets. Air conprivate entrance. Available June ditioned, utilities paid. Two
1. Phone 753-2863 after 5:30
blocks from campus. Phone 753TFC 5013 or see at 221 South 15th. M23C
p.m.

ALUMINUM
PLATES

SHAPEMAKERS
HEALTH CLUB
Or

One
Free
Trial

SHAPEMAKERS
REDUCING TREATMENT
Phone 753-2962
For Your Appointment
One
Per
Person

Name
Address
'Telephone

makers
Pe

Armstrong
Tires

STARKS
HARDWARE

r

L

25*.ekh

Ledger & Times

FREE!

qt

41

Roby Sales

ASTRO
CAR WASH

753-1916

l'eMistriX•

DARNELL'S

EXTRA NICE trailer, air conditioned, carpeted, color TV,
NICE 'THREE bedroom brick. couple preferred. Phone 753-7358
Miles East
$2500.00 equity and assume loan, after 4:00 p.m.
TFC
less than 10 years to pay. Phon.
492-8264.
TFC NICE APARTMENTS; one
bedroom furnished apartment
FOR RENT
and two bedroom unfurnished
apartment. Phone 753-5079. M22C
TRAILERS AND apartments,
furnished. Both in Murray area. ONE BEDROOM furnished
_ _ M20C apartment,couplesonly, no pets,
Phone 753-5490.
gas heat. $80.00 per month. Also ELECTROLUX SALES & ger
-DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five nice all electric mobile home, no vices,Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
rooms and bath,.central heat and pets. Couples only, $75.00 per Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farair, carpet throughout, extra month. Available June 1st. Phone mington, Kentucky.
. TFC
large master bedroom, range. 753-1203.
114230\
Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 FOUR
BEDROOM house in the
after 5:00 p.m.
T'FC country, available for the

Miss Your Paper

10 11

'
Po

NOTICE

NOTICE

FIVE BEDROOM house, fur- FURNISHED FOUR room upnished, for college boys or large stairs apartment. Carpeted, all
3 Mi . East of Murray
M23C electric, air conditioned. Newly
family. Phone 753-3146.
decorated, available now. No
on Hwy. 94
MURRAY, KY.
PRIVATE TWO-BEDROOM all pets. Phone 753-9903 for apM23C
electric mobile home. Large lot pointment.
$70.00 per month. Also smaller
OUTSIDE LATEX house paint in
trailer $45.00 per month. One AIR CONDITIONED apartment, 2 gallon containers, $12.00.
May29C
bedroom trailer for sale $675.00. $65 per month, water paid, near Hughes Paint Store.
M22C university. Call 753-5043.
Phone 489-2595.
M20C
WE STOCK wallpaper. Installed
floor covering and carpets.
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
NOTICE
These plates are perfect
12'x60' MOBILE HOME With air
May 29C
Hughes Paint Store.
furnished apartment, air conconditioner, good condition, one
for siding or roofing
Niiii1111111111111111111111111111fflii1111011111111111
ditioned, 12 block from campus. = A Banquet for any OcS
"H'PG"
KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest
owner. Reduced. Phone 753barns, for placing
Available now. Phone 753-4478 or = casion-Weddings, BirthControl, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Wide Tread
M24C
4148.
TFC ▪ days, Graduations, Reunions
753-9135.
13th Street. "Every day you
around bottom of
E or Just a Get Together in one
2-Ply Nylon
Opens 7 a.m.
• of our private Dining Rooms.
delay lets bugs have their
boat
-Hull
1712'
GLASTRON
Tr
mobile homes to keep
▪ (usually no room charge)
=
way."
TFC.
2-Ply Fiberglass
with 125 H.P. Evinrude. Boat, NINE ROOM house four blocks_
12th & Poslar Street
TRIANGLE INN
out the wind and snow,
motor, trailer and accessories from University campus. Some E
Tubeless
conAir
heat.
furniture.
Gas
ELECTRONICS
WORLD
SMAti_
Reduced. Phone 753-4148. M24C
and for many other
ditioner. Big yard and garage.
307 N. 4th 753-6091
WANTED TO RENT
STOP
TERMITES.
Work
such
as
uses
I
Available now. Phone 753RADIO, TELEVISION,
curled
on
end,
WIG,LONG style,
guaranteed. Free eitimate.
STEREO, CAR RADIO
M25C
"building our
ash blonde. Cost $25.00, will sell 4602.
Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
SALEs &SERVICE
WANT TO RENT or Lease three
Practically
new.
.
'
for
$10.00.
or
Huntingdon Termite Co., Renair on small Appliances
unfurnished house,
mice or rats.
bedroom
5:
00
p.m.
Phone 753-7941 after
Huntingdon,Tennessee 986central air, large yard or near
shady
lot,
50'x12',
„TRAILER,
M20C597S.
1820C FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank playground. Phone collect 1-667concrete patio, 2'2 miles west of
M23C
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC 2008.
M22P
Murray. Phone 753-1353.
Call at
NEW AND used lawn mowers
ALLSTATE INSURANCE
HELP WANTED
and tillers, for sale. All
Company. See John Simpkins at
HELP WANTED
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
on Wedguaranteed. Knight's Shop, 753Murray Sears Store
house on South 11th. Has place for
4035
nesdays or phone Mayfield, 247TFC
103 N. 4th St
washer and dryer, basement and 7281.
M23C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE garden spot. Unfinished upstairs
Murray, Ky.
for storage. Available May 15.
ENJOY YEAR sound comfort in
$90.00 per month. Phone 753-5094
this completely modern three
F78X14 - $18.00 plus $2.52 FE.1
after 6:00 p.m.
M20C
MOTORCYCLES-1 9 70 650 Tax
bedroom brick .home in one of
Triumph and 1971 650 Triumph,
fastest
growing
subMurray's
Car wash with any
1178X14 - $19.00 plus $2.93 FE.
1970 350 Bridgestone, 435-4895
divisions. Features central heat TWO BEDROOM furnished or
Tax
Central
M22P
apartment.
after 3:30 p.m.
unfurnished
fillup during the
Fully guaranteed against and air, two full baths, large
and wall to wall carpet. Good
defects and road hazards. kitchen with eating area, den, air
month of May.
M30('
formal living and dining room, location. Phone 753-4331.
White or black wall while they
fully carpeted, dishwasher and
last!
dI Outside storage - and NEW TWO bedroom duplex
electric garage door. Idaw 30's. apartment, central heat and air,
Phone 753-8743.
M23C wall to wall carpet, $125.00 per
1102 Chestnut
Murray
month. Phone 753-7724. June 2C
Try Us-You'll Like Us
Highway
68
Containers
Benton
Ky.
Your
Bring
Guthrie
Drive.
BY OWNER, 810
Will Take Orders...$.50 qt
Three bedrooms, 134 baths,living BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
2 miles S. of Sedalia or 4 '.'NEVER.used anything like it," room, kitchen, dining area, large Apt., Unfurnished:- 2 bedroom, GARAGE SALE, Thursday,
living. room, kitChen, utility, Friday and Saturday, May 18th,
mks__ N. of I.vnnville
say users of Blue Lustre carpel family room, utility room,
bath. Carpeted, air-conditioned, 19th and 20th from 9:00 a.m. till
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer port and patio, central air and
Phone 328-8543
dishwasher, refrigerator, stove, 4:00 p.m. each day at 1600
$1. Begley Drug Store. Central heat,carpeted. Phone 753Keenland Drive. All _ sizes
Jesse Jones
M20C 9658.
TFC garbage disposal. Across from
Shopping Center.
Westview Nursing Home on S. clothing. 'drapes, household
items, patterns, toys, and
16th St. Ph. 753-4974 or 753TRAINED BEAGLE hounds
BY OWNER: Three bedroom
miscellaneous items. Phone 753M22C
3865.
Have you tasted our french
Phone Noble Dunaway, Sedalia,
brick on well landscaped lot, 1617
potatoes made fresh
M20C
fried
7295.
Kentucky 328-8447.
M22P
Kirkwood. Large living-dining
Idaho
1
number
from
EFFICIENCY ROOM with
Potatoes on our French Fry
room. Spacious kitchen with
private entrance and parking.
Machine at the Triangle. On
1972-350 HONDA, excellent
built-in oven, range and dishIf You
the Curb 5.19
Within walking distance of
condition. Phone 436-5608. M22C
washer. Carpeted throughout.
753-1387.
M24C
campus.
Call
TRIANGLE INN
Utility and carport. Phone 753M25C
9331.
Phorm...
UNFURNISHED DUPLEX, two
FOR SALE
NEW AND used tractor tires. NEW THREE bedroom brick bedrooms, one block from
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy house with central heat and air, University on quiet street. Air
1967 CHEVROLET
service. Vinson Tractor Co. double garage, fireplace, two conditioned, plenty closet space.
Before 5:00 p.m.
Two door hardtop Impala
Phone 753-4892.
1TC baths, and nice family room. Can Phone 753-8096, or 753-3312. M20C
Coupe. Factory air, power
Of
brakes and steering, new
be seen by calling 753-3903. M20C
tires. Real Sharp.
IT'S INEXPENSIVE to clean
ALMOST NEW mobile home,
upholstery with Blue THREE BEDROOM brick, 1703 mile from University on private
rugs
and
1095.00
Between 6:00 p.m.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer Keeneland Drive, Keeneland lot. Water furnished. $95.00 per
753-6023.
M20C
Phone
Subdivision.
7:00 p.m. In The
$1. Big E, Belaire Shopping
month. A quiet place to live.
1970 350 HONDA
M20C
Conter,----4
,
M23C
Phone 753-1950.
Evening
ONE OF the nicest homes in
Motorbike
If you know your route
Murray. Completely landscaped,
ONE bedroom
boy's number, please call
3,000 actual miles, one
641 PET SHOP; 7 miles North of 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den, formal FURNISHED
conditioned,
him first. If you get no
owner. Real sharp,
Murray, Irish Setter puppies, living and dining room. Special apartment, air
White Hall, adlocated
next
to
results then call John
Cocker Spaniel Puppies, Toy feattires - swimming pool,
campus. Part of
'495.00
Pasco , Jr. at the above
Poodles, fish and supplies, terraced - patid; 'unlimited joining MSU
furnished. $85.00 per
number during the hours
Phone 753-6734 between
hampsters and birds. Special on storage, expanding sub-division. utilities
Call
listed
8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Neons, 341.00. Phone 753-1862 or Being transfefred. $31,500. Phone month Couples only. No pets.
TFC
753-3805.
June8C 753-9556.
753-945t
M27C

Pick Yourown

allialegirdi
when vou
Forget

21 WEANING pigs, $15.00 each.
M22P
Phone 753-6579.

catalog price.
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Tasted our Home-Made Ice
I Cream Lately? Inside or on
Our Curb, Cone or Dish
$.20 & E.30

Lowest Prices .Service After The Sale

ENNIS SS 8c XB Resvaurant
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
per case 100 books). Sold in case
lots only. Ledger & Times Office
Supply,103 North 4th Street.
TFNC
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FOR SALE
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

OPEN ROAD CAMPER

1 For a Quick Lunch try a
delicious S.113 hamburger, a
•
of F.F. & a 5.15
. 5.19 order
. Coke. Curb, Take Out or
Room.
• Dining
I
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A
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Smith And Jacobs Set Career
Records In Track Competition
After four events in field
competition at the OVC track
and field meet, Western Kentucky University is leading the
pack with 28"2 points.
Middle Tennessee has 12,
Tennessee Tech 9, Murray State
is in fourth with 7, East Tennessee has 6, Morehead 1'2, and
Eastern and Austin Peay have
not scored.
In the high
jump, Mark
Hiestand of Murray was third
with a jump of 6-6.

Death Claims
Mrs. Saucer
This Morning
Death claimed Mrs. Ida
Saucer of Murray Route Five
this morning at 12:45 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 91 years of
age.
Mrs.Saucer was a member of
the New Concord Church of
Christ. She was born April 3,
1881, in Mine LaMote, Mo., and
was the daughter of the late
Thomas Vessells and Mary
Wallace Vessells.
Fiuieral services will be held
tonight kSaturday at six p.m.
at the chapel of the BlrlockColeman Funeral Home with
Bro. Walter Pigg officiating.
The body will be taken later to
the Balheim Funeral Home,
Ecorse, Mich. Burial will be in
the Oak Ridge Cemetery in Flat
Rock, Mich.
Mrs. Saucer is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Frank
'Mamie Spiceland of Murray
Route Five; six sons, James H.
Wineinger of Murray Route
Five, David S. Wineinger of
Westland, Mich. Clarence L.
Wineinger of Phoenix, Arizona,
Floyd M. Wineinger of Ecorse,
Mich., Robert E. Wineinger of
Royal Oak, Moch., and Seth E.
Wineinger of Toledo, Ohio; one
sister, Mrs. Julia Baughn of
Fredericktown,
Mo.:
22
grandchildren;
40
great
grandchildren.
Friends may call at the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home, Murray.

Rex Darnell
Dies Friday
At Hospital
Rex Darnell of 519 South 4th
Street, Murray, passed away
Friday at 10:10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 78 years of
age.
The deceased was a member
of the American Legion Post
No. 73 and a veteran of World
War I. He was born November
28, 1893, in Marshall County and
was the son of the late Hence
Darnell and Alice Peterson
Darnell. He and his wife, the
former Ethel Edwards, who
survives had celebrated their
55th wedding anniversary on
January 22, of this year.
The Murray man was
preceded in death by one Son,
Coy Carnet!, who was killed
while serving with the Armed
Forces in Normandy in 1944.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ethel Edwards Darnell, and
two daughters, Miss Eurell
Darnell and 'Miss Clara NellDarnell, all of 519 South 4th
Street; one ' son, Ralph D.
Darnell Of Murray Route Four,
Hazel Road; three sisters, Mrs.
Pearl Pace of Benton, Mrs.
Mary Starks of Hadin, and Mrs.
Amy Ivey of Detroit, Mich.; two
brothers, Claude Darnell and
Sid Darnell. both of Benton; two
granddaughters, Mrs. Gary
(Carolyn Ann) Hargis of
Tampa. Fla., and Mrs. Ronald
(Linda Sue wright of Murray
Route Four; three great
grandchildren, Daron, Lisa,
and Stacy Hargis.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at four p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Henry
Hargis and Dr. H.C. Chiles
officiating.
Pallbearers will be members
of the American Legion Post
No. 73-Cleo Sykes, J.R. Jones,
Roy Folsum, Nelson Blalock,
Cullen Irvin, and Clem Moore.
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the
arrangement by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Herman deMunnik placed
fourth in the javelin event with
a throw of 182-1. Steve Ford was
also fourth in the shot with a
throw of 49-4.
Track preliminaries at the
OVC track and field meet saw
two career recorde-set by
Murray's Cuthbert Jacobs and
Randy Smith.
Smith and Jacobs matched
times in the 220 and 100 yard
dashes with times of 21 flat and
9.5 respectively; each a career
record for each of the men.
In other preliminary competition, Pat Verry clocked a 54
flat in the 440-intermediates,
Pat Fracis turned in a 1:54.7 in
the 880, and Fred Sowerby ran
the 440 in 47.9. Pat Verry
qualified for the 121(1
dies with a 14.6.
East Tennessee issleading in,
golf competition, with Middle in
second, 15 strokes off thc twee
and Murray in third, 20
-s
from the leader.

Funeral Services
For Mrs. Williams
At Chapel Sunday
Final rites for Mrs. Harley
Williams of Murray Route
Three will be held Sunday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Eura Mathis officiating.
•
The pallbearers will be Ralph
Goodwin, Ben Grogan, Lloyd
Jones, Lubie' Roberts, Tellus
McDougal, and Jerry Falwell.
Burial will be in the Elm Grove
Cemetery
with
the
arrangentkilts by the, Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mrs. Williams expired
Friday at 5:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 69 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness. The deceased
was a member of the Palestine
United Methodist Church and
was employed as a saleslady
for the T.O. Turner Styr • intil
the business was sold iri47.
The local woman was born
January 4, 1903, in Calloway
County and was the former
Bessie Brandon,daughter of the
late Jessie and Laura Pittman
Brandon.
Survivors
include
her
husband, Harley Williams, who
she married December 25, 1944,
one step brother, Eulis Goodwin
of Dexter Route One, and
several nieces and nephews.

Funeral Is Sunday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Russell
Funeral services for Mrs.
Genoa Cook Russell of 506
Poplar Street, Murray, will be
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. Lonnie
Knight and Rev. J. C. Hicks
officiating.

Chris Piggot of Murray is
leading individually after 36
holes by three strokes.
Bad weather has all but
halted tennis play. Only two
singles matches have been
played. 011ie Karviala won his
number one singles in the first
round and Russ Boling won his
number five match.

Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Starks
At Funeral Chapel
The funeral for Mrs. Mary
Rozelle Starks of 600 Broad
-Street_ _Murray__ will be held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Terry Sills and
Rev. Harold Lassiter officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Cletus Colson, Thomas Overcast, Randy Thornton, Henry
Sledd, James Cohoon, and Ruel
Garland. Burial will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the
arrangements by the
J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Starks, widow of
Courtney Starks who died April
23, 1970, succembed Thursday
at 5:20 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital after
an extended illness. She was a
member of the Hazel United
Methodist Church and was born
May 2, 1916, at Hazel, being the
daughter of Corbett Overcast,
of Paris, Tenn., and the late
Dolly Perkins Overcast.
The Murray woman is survived by her father, Corbett
Overcast; three sons, Bobby
Starks of Murray Route Seven,
Ricky Starks of 600 Broad
Street, Murray, and Bill Starks
of Bryon, Ga.; one sister, Mrs.
Buck Engerson of Paris, Tenn.;
one brother, Buster Overcast,
of Paris, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Teresa,' Gary, and
Tanuny Starks.

Sister Local
Woman Expires

D(;FR

St

**********************************

Kentucky
Roundup
Humanities
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP)- A
grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities is
to help a new organization to
promote the humanities.
The Kentucky Humanities
Council has received $8,663 for
planning a state wide program
of informal adult education in
the humanities.
Dr. Earl Alluisi of the University of Louisville, who is the
interim chairman of the group,
said the program is designed to
Interest out-of-school adults in
law, history, literature, philosophy and other subjects.
The council is working toward. an operational grant of
$150,000 a year to continue the
program.
Reserve
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) The chief of the Department of
the Army's Office of Reserve
Components has said the country has the ability to maintain
a strong military reserve force.
Lt. Gen. Harris W. Hollis told
an Armed Forces Day dinner
that Americans should give
greater stress to the honorable
nature of reserve service.
"It is more a question of national will than national capability. We have the means. Perhaps a better question to ask is,
"do we want to?" he said.
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Signer
COOKEVILLE, Tenn.( AP)Tom Schmidt of Covington,
Ky., has signed an Ohio Valley
Conference basketball grant-inaid with Tennessee Tech.
Schmidt,6-foot-5, averaged 20
points and 14 rebounds per
game his senior year for Holy *
Cross High School, which had a
*
33-3 record.
Schmidt is the fourth player *
to sign with Tech this year.
*

4(
4(
4(

Agreements
NEW YORK ( AP) - Three
Control Data Corp. plants, including one in Campton, Ky.,
will be jointly owned by Control
Data and the National Cash
Register Co. under agreements
between the two companies.
One-orthe agreements provides that Control Data plants
in Rochester, Mich.; Valley
Forge, Pa., and Campton will
become the property of a new
jointly owned company, Computer Peripherals Inc.
The agreements are supposed
to establish a close working
relationship between the two
computer manufacturers.

Mrs: Nannie Booker, 89, of 410
Cherry St., Paris, Tenn., died at
7 a.m. Tuesday at her home.
Funeral services will be at
2:30 p.m. Saturday at Aliens
Chapel, Paris, Term., with Rev.
W. T. Atkins officiating. Burial Union
LEXINGTON, Ky.+ AP) will be in Greenwood Cemetery.
The body is at Woodson Mor- The University of Kentucky
Board of Trustees has asked a
tuary, Paris, Tenn.
Born May 20, 1882 in Calloway court decision on its legal right
County, Mrs. Booker was a or obligation to recognize a namember of Aliens Chapel tional union as a bargaining
agent for nonacademk employChurch.
She is survived by a sister, es.
The board filed suit in FaMrs. Alice Kinley of Murray,
two grandchildren, six great- yette Circuit Court under the
grandchildren aria several '-te's mandatory judgement
law.
nieces and nephews.
The suit was filed in response
to a request by Robert Kessler.
international representative of
Public Employees Council 51 of
the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Employees.

Mrs. Thweatt
Passes Away
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In the past two years alone look at the help
he has given us:

4(
4(
4(
4(

27,917-( 4-9-70) HEW Nursing Scholarships for FY 1970 to Murray Stace University.

*

4,554-(4-16-70) HEW Office of Education Title I Funds to Murray Independent School District, Murray.

*

58,180 -(4-17-70) HEW National Defense Student Loan Program, Murray State University.

*

*

71,038 -(4-27-70) Labor Dept. Funds to train licensed practical nurses in Murray-Mayfield area.

'X

*

162,000 -( 4-29-70)HEW Grant to Murray State University for Education Opportunity Grants Program.

*
*

*
*

4
(
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

7,786 - (4-30-70) HEW Office of Education Grant to Murray State University under College Library,*
Resources
Program.

*

*
41(

117,907 -( 5-21-70) HEW Office of EducationGrant to Murray State University for Upward Bound Program.

*

777,210 - (5-23-70) HUD than to Murray Municipal Housing Commission to construct 50 low-rent housing units
-40
for the elderly.

*

*
*
*
4(
*
*

120,000 -(6-24-70)0E0 Grant to Kentucky Program Development Office, Frankfort, serving Calloway, McCracke
n,
Graves & Marshall Counties.
146,700-( 10-6-70) HEW Office of Education Grant to Murray State University for student employment under
College
Work-Study Program for the period 1-1-71 through 1-30-71.

*

*

illiC
4(

*

*
11.050 - 4-6-71) EPA Grant Increase on above project.

'

$11,350-(4-5-71) HEW Grant to Murray State University, Dept. of Nursing. First year of a 3-year
6,057 -( 4-23-71) HEW Office of Education Title I Funds to Murray Independent School District,

'K(

program.

Murray.

*
*
*

81,226 -( 5-11-71)HEW Office of Education Grant to Murray State University under College

'11
(
1

Work-Study Program.

*
*

590,000 - I 8-25-71) REA Loan to West Ky. Rural Electric Co-op, Mayfield,serving

practical nurses.

a 6-cty area including Calloway.

*

7,130-( 12-3-71)EPA Grant Increase for above project.

*

110,000-(11-4-71) Labor Dept. ManpowerAdrnn. Funds to Calloway County under
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42,900- f 1-8-72) EDA Grant to Purchase Area Development District, Mayfield,
to continue planning for industrial
growth in 8-cty area including Calloway.
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*

5,901 -( 2-7-72) HEW Office of Education Title I Funds to Murray Independent School
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139,000- 15-11-71) HEW Office of Education Grant to Murray State University, under
Educational Opportunity
Grants Program.

85,544 -( 5-25-711 Labor Dept.& HEW Funds for Mayfield-Murray area to train licensed
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*

*

41(

*

*

110,550 -( 3-12-71) EPA Grant to City of Murray for interceptor sewer and pump station.

11,980 - I 9-27-71)EPA Grant Increase to Murray for sewerage treatment plant.

'SC

*

**
42,900 - ( 14-71) EDA Grant to Purchase Area Developtnent-Disty
- area-lricludtng-*
Calloway.
111
4
1
4,500-11-28-71) HEW Office of Education Grant to Murray State University.

4(

*

*

*.

'4(

*

*

195,000 - ( 12-30-10k EDA Grant to Murray Board of Education, Murray, for construction of Vocational
'Technical
School at Murray. The school will serve Calloway,Graves and Marshall Counties.
_

4(

*
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*

80,559 - i 6-12-70) HEW Office of Education Grant to Murray State University to supplement previous
grant for
construction of new general classroom building already in progress. Total: $194,759.

*

4
(

*

*
667,000-(6-3-70) REA Loan to West Ky. Rural Electric Co-op for system improvements.

*
*

*

137,000 -(5-8-70) HEW Office.of Education Grant to Murray State University under College Work-Study Program.

*

*

Pallbearers will be Fred
Paupers
Mrs....Yivian Henson Thweatt
Patton, Clay Darnell. John died at her home in Detroit,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.1APr Even candidates who don't
Peterson, John Wayne Glover, Mich., following a long illness.
Hersie Hopkins,
and Carl
Formerly of Marshall County, spend any money on their camUsrey. Interment will be in the Mrs. Thweatt was the daughter
paigns have to file regular reports with the Kentucky
Murray Cemetery with the of the late Mr. .and Mrs. Bill
arrangements by the Blalock- Henson of Murray.
Registry of Election Finance.
the executive director /ttf- theColeman Funeral *Home where
She is survived by two sons,
registry has said.
friends may call., Mrs.
Irvin Thweatt and Edison ThRussell, age 73, died Friday at weatt, both of Detroit, Mich.;
K.P. Virisel, the director,,said
4:35 a.m. at the Murray- five brothers, Theodore Henson, there's nothing in ite of fedCalloway County Hospital. Her Detroit, Mich., and Joe Henson -era) laws excluding i e lied
husband;Zelrier B.
"pauper candidates" f
Russell, and Pete Henson, both of
•avSr.. died April 21, 197Q. She was Murray, Luck Henson, Benton, ing to file campaign spe
g
o non-spending, reports.
a member of the Owens Chapel- and Lonn Henson, Huntington
Baptist Church. Mrs. Russell Tenn.; four sisters, Mrs. Dell
was born November 26, 1898, in Reynolds, Detroit, Mich..
Trial
Mrs.
Calloway County and was the Ola Griffen, Concord. Vsli
MANCHESTER, Ky.( AP) -Two men charged with murder
daughter of the late Henry Cook Calif., Mrs. Annie Ernstberger
in an elect:on-day slaying will
and Ann Wallace Cook.
and Mrs. Oro Lee Barnett, both
be tried at Richmond on a date
Survivors are one step- of Paducah; two grandchildren
to be set later.
daughter, Mrs. Fray (Trilby I and one great grandchild,
both
Cunningham, Sycamore Street, of Detroit, Mich.
James Smith, who was a
Murray: one stepson, Z.B.
Democratic election official,
Funeral services and burial
Russell, Jr., of Kirksey Route will be held Tuesday in Detroit. and George Duff werelvanted
a change of venue by Circuit
One; three sisters, Mrs. Claudie
Ruth' Venable of Murray
Judge Clay M. Bishop.
Route One, Mrs. W.A. Artie)
The defendants are charged
Smith of Paducah. and Mrs.
With the fatal shooting last NoCletis ( Delia ) Shelton of D Early Morning Temperatures
vember of John Mills, a ReDexter Route One one brother, Stations report clear skies un- publican election official at the
Fred Cook of Fulton; four less otherwise indicated.
Goose Rock precinct in Clay
grandchildren; six great Nashville 58 clear
County.
grandchildren; one great great Paducah 61
Bowling Green 58
grandchild.
HASH BROWNS OR MASHED'
Owensboro mm
In Canada, one would have to
Occupational training in the Louisville 61
consume-nearl
y a half-pound of
home is restoring hope to Lexington 59 Cloudy
white potatoes a day to keep up
hundreds of veterans who were London 59 cloudy
with the
average annual
seriously disabled during
comsumption rate as noted by
military service. • VA revealed Cape Girardeau
the Canada fignartment of
recently.
Dyersburg mm .
Agriculture.

Temperatures
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District, Murray.

190,368 -1 4-16-72) HEW Office of Education Special Services Grant to Murray State University for the Upward
Bound, Special Services for Disadvantaged Students Program.

Let's Help Him Win Tuesday I
,(
DON'T FORGET TO 1191rE!! I
4,t_.,

*
*
*

*

Paid For by Stubblefield for Congress Committee James E. Garriso
n, Treasurer*
***********************************
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